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A.LBUtUERQ,UE EVE KING CI IZEK
ALHUQUEHQUE, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 12. 1903.

Volume in

BARBAROUS OUTRAGES ENACTED
1

INVESTIGATION

ADMIRAL TOGO'S FLAGSHIP SINKS

CURSED RUSSIA

IN AUTOCRACY

1

FIRST CAUGHT FIRE AND EXPLODED

Armenians, Regardless of Sex

Five Hundred and Ninety Nine Lives Were Lost With The Ship, Which Was

legislative Special

or Age.

One of The Best In The Japanese Navy, And But Three

Committee.
SOME

MUTILATED CHILDREN WERE FED TO THE DOGS
"XPi

Ty

REMARKABLE

WAGES SIX

FELL

BEING

Sept. 12. A bob'
St. Petersburg.
war ha.Aieen proclaimed In Caucasian
districts of Zangezeaur and Jebrali.

TRAMPLED

TO

DEATH
'4

social democrats were killed or wounded today in a conf.lct with Cossacks
at the town hall. Two hundred social

i

'

?

i

stir-vito-

FLAGSHIP, MIKASA, WH'CH EXPLODED.
The MikiiRii was one of the most
Tokio, Sept. 12. The department law water line, and causing her to
powerful vessels of the Japanese na
announces that the battleship Mikasa Kink .
The Mikasa was the flagship of the vy, sue was mint in I'.iiK'.imi ami
was destroyed by fire and an explos
.Japanese navy, flying the flag of Vice launcried in iya.
of
ion of her magazine, causing a loss
Admiral Togo, commander in chief.
590
lives, Including men of other She was piesent at all of the princi-- ! CHIEF OF TOKIO POLICE
STEPS DOWN AND OUT
pal engagements during the war and
ships, who went to her rescue.
Tokio, Sept. 12. The resignation of
The fire started from some un was on several occasions reported as
injured in the action.
Tsnnayabu Adachl, chief of the Metroknown cause midnight of Sunday, Sep- severely
At the battle of the Sea of Japan politan police, is hailed with dedght
tember 10. Before the officers could she led
the fleet into action and her as showing the conciliatory attitude
be rescued the fire reached the aft name was mentioned In connection of the government. Sweeping reform
magazine, which exploded, blowing a ,with some of the most Btlrrlng events In the present police system is advocated by many.
hole In the port side of the vessel be- - of this famous sea fight.

Tqaos

TO

NOTED W. R. C. LADIES

GOVERNMENT

ARE GUESTS IN THE CITY

iUPPRtSS LOTTERIES

Mrs. E. C. Whilson, who returned
Guadalajara, Mex., Sept. 12. State
ofllciala here say that word has been last night from t lie national encampsent out from the City of Mexico that ment of the G. A. It. and W. K. C,
all lotteries in the republic must be held at Denver, is entertaining Mrs
Mary K. IlartwelT and Mrs. Margarlte
suppressed.
The suppression will follow the ex- Garey Wright, of I.os Angeles, who
piration of the franchises held by the were delegates to the encampment
Loterla de la Beneficia Publica. This from California. Resides being delegates to the encampment, Mrs. Hart-wel- l
franchise was granted for twenty-fivand Mrs. Wright are among the
years, and has a year to run.
The federal government will set an foremost ladies of the national organiexample by suppressing the National zation. The former Is past departlottery, which is under government ment president of the department of

'
'

e

California and past national patriotic
instructor, while the latter was a former press correspondent for the national organization.

control, and the states which conduct
lotteries will. It is claimed, follow suit.
The lotteries conducted by private
concerns will be given a certain period in which to close up their business. The action will be In line with
the efforts of the Mexican government
to suppress gambling In every form.

INDIANS SUFFER

UNION

surgical operations
intestinal
for
SALT RIVER FLOODS disorders, according to the announcement made by the Herald today. The
last operation was reported to be en
'
Phoenix, Ariz., Sept. 12. George E. tirely successful.
Brown, superintendent of irrigation
for 'the Maricopa and Pima Indians, MINNESOTA FLOUR
says the rise in the Salt river has put
POPULAR IN CHINA
all the dams on the Bouth side out of
Minneapolis, Sept. 12. The Chinese
commission. The Lambeye dam, the government ordered 10.000 tons of
Indian and Meridian dams are all flour from the Flour City milling Inbadly damaged, but as they are built terests. One of the large local millof straw, brush and gravel, they can ing companies was given a bid on 10,
be repaired In a few days without ex- 000 tons of patent flour and, while
pense. Perhaps $200 for labor will prices were Just out of line, the poscover the cost of repairs. The work sibility of meeting it was not remote.
of repairs will be begun at once. The The offer came from China via San
Indians can rebuild their dam with- Francisco and is equivalent to 100,000
out any expense whatever for lalor, barrels.
and they will undertake the work at
once, as they will soon need wateivfor REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES
the Irrigation of their lands for wheat
WITHDRAW FOR REFORM
and barley. They have had had plenty
Philadelphia, Sept. 12. Chairman
of water since last May and have Miles, of the Republican city commit
raised good crops. The Maricopas are tee, today received letters from the
in fair condition to pull through thr Republican organization's candidates
winter. The Plmas at the Gila cross- for county offices, withdrawing from
ing have not "been so fortunate. They the tickets. The withdrawals are In
have had very little water for Irriga- resiKinse to demands for the nomina
tion this year, for thevGila river has tion of an entire new ticket for the
been destroying their dam and injur- purpose of securing reforms within
ing their ditches throughout the year the party.
and it has been hard work to put the
water on their lands and much harder DEAD MAN STEERED THE
to keep It there, but they will go to
GOOD SHIP WOODBURY.
work making repairs this week, and
Honolulu, Sept. 12. A dead mau
will no doubt soon have their lands
held the wheel of the chnnner rtmpim
in good condition for seeding.
Levi Woodbury, for several hours oa
me trip rrom Laysan Island today. He
TWO YOUTH'S NOT
was a Japanese.
The vessel was
greatly damaged by a hurricane,
GROWN ROB STORE which Is supposed to have caused the
man's death from
Puluth, Minn., Sept. 12. Owing to RUMORED THAT KOMURA'S
the persistent efforts on the part of
FAMILY ASSASSINATED
Chief of Police McKinnon, the robRome, Sept. 12
The Tribuna pub-- I
bery of Rolph's cigar Btore has been
cleared up and two young men who iishes a rumor from Tien Tsln that
are accused of the crime are locked up the family of Raron Komura, Japanese
at headquarters. The burglars, who peace plenipotentiary now in Ameri- are said to have confessed to com- ca, had been assassinated. The report
mitting the deed, are Hert Holdrldge, is not credited.
a former Superior boy, who has been
failing on the lakes for a year, and FALLS FROM POLE
O'Reilley, of Cleveland, a
Richard
deck hand. Roth have admitted the
THIRTY-FIV- E
FEET
crime to Chief McKinnon.
Roth Holdrldge and O'Reilly claim
Chattanooga. Tenn., Sept. 12.
to be only 19 years old. Holdrldge
was arrested in connection with rob- While engaged in putting up wires for
bing Russell's cigar store a year ago. the Kast Tennessee Telephone campa- and was turned loose pending good ny at I.indsey and Vine streets Al
behavior. The charge Is still stand- li asley lost his fooling on a polo and
fell to the pavement below, a distance
ing over him in court.
of thirty-fivfeet, lie was picked up
and carried in an ambulance to Kr-- .
A NEGRO PURSE
Linger hospital, where a doctor was
SNATCHER TAKEN
called
his aid. Ir. Johnson exam
Louisville, Sept. 12. Caught prowl- ined theto man
and found a fracture of
ing in the neighborhood where two
b!
ull, his left arm shattered and
purses had been snatched in the last the
several
minor injuries.
The
three days, and recognized by one of wounds other
were
the alleged victims, Lewis Thompson, now doing well.dressed and the man is
colored, sixteen years old, was arrettIt is not known exactly how the aced by Patrotman Cave and Detective cident occurred,
whether it was due to
Kimble on the charge of robbery. At the man's missing
his footing or whethe central police station a thirty-eigh- t
something ho was holding to
caliber revolver was found In the ne- ther
broke loose. Inils Webb, the managro's possession and the additional ger
of
telephone company, stateil
charge of carrying
concealed and that he the
to find out
deadly weapons was slated against the cause,hadbutbeenthatunable
an examination
him.
would be held.
The Identification of Thompson by
Miss
Hallie Vowel'., of 7.14 Sixth WOOL MARKET
GOOD
street, who was robbed Tuesday night,
PROSPECTS BRIGHT FOR MILLS
was complete, being entirely without
suggestion. Mrs. Alice Coyne, of "2
Mass.. Sept. 12. A f.iir volSixth st ret t, w ho w as robbed of her ume of business has been done in the
purse Wednesday night, was taken to wool market. It is declared that pros- the jail and she said the toy answers pects for the woob n mills are bright
the description f the man who stole er. The worsted mills also have been
her purse.
purchasing supplies.
j

'

j
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PER YEAR AMERICANS

HUNDRED

Because So Many of Its Members Went to Denver
To The Grand Army's Grand

Encampment'There
Wilmington, Del., Sept. 12. The national encampment of the Union Veteran Legion opened here this morning. Owing to the fact. that many of
the veterans had gone to Denver,
Colo., to attend the national encampment of the Grand Army of the Republic, and have not yet returned, the
attendance at the opening was not as
large as was expected, but it is hoped
that many of the eastern delegates
will return from Denver in time to
or the day
arrive here tomonow
after.
The date for the parade has not
yet been definitely set, as the officials
desire to make a good showing, and

MOTORMAN KELLY

want to wait until additional members
arrive. Tomorrow a reception and
smoker will be given to the delegates
by the officers and men of the First
legiment, N. O. D. It will be held at
the armory, which has been beautifully decorated for the occasion.
The city Is in holiday attire and
the hotels are crowded with delegates
and visitors from all parts of the
country. The question of a choice for
national commander for the coming
year is causing considerable speculation. The friends of General William
A. Reilly, of Wilmington, are very
active and hope to be able to secure
his election.

FARMERS MEET
IN CONGRESS

HAS SKIPPED OUT

of Car in Di- Every State and Territory
Was Represented by Desastrous WrccK on New
legates Present.
York Elevated.

Had

WAS

Charge

ONE

STRIKEBREAKERS

OF

Sept. 12. Detectives
York,
New
continued to Bearch the city during
the night for Paul Kelly, the motor- elevated
man of the Ninth street
train which Jumped the truck yesterday at the Fifty-thirstreet Junction,
and caused the death of a dozen pas- sengers and Injuries to a large num
ber of others.
To all appearances, Kelly has made
good his escape.
The motoiman was a strike-breake- r
who enme from St. Louis and entered
the company's service six months ago.
Passengers assert that the train
made the trip down town with sudden starts and stops, which made it
very disagreeable to them.
Investigations of the accident were
begun today by the state railroad commission.
Fourteen of the persons injured in
the wreck we:e still in the hospitals
today. Of these, three are so badly in
jured that their recovery is doubtful.
They are William Cole, Kliza Manor
and William T. Niebhnr.
d

I

Defenders' Day In Maryland.
llaltlmore, Sept. 12 Today is the
anniversary of the battle of North
Point, fought in 114. In which the
state militia defeated the Ilritiah an I
saved Italtimore from capture. As in
fornu r years the day 's observed here
,.'id every w:. .rt. i !... In : s'at" as :i
legal holiday.
All pub ic bit VPngs,
banks and most business house nre
Cioscd and everywhere I! ;s are !:.-played.
Thousands of p opi ate going on outing or are taking part in the
patriotic celebrations In the parks. At
the Confederate Home there Is a big
celebration with outdoor sports, races,
games and athletic contests.

MOVEMENT

TWtNTY VEARi

OLD

Richmond, Va., Sept. 12. The annual session of the Fanners' National
congress opened here today with a
large attendance of deb gates representing every state and territory lu
the United Stales.
The congress was called ((j order by
the president, Mr. Harviu Jordan, of
Moutlcello, (la. The inavor of the city
delivered an address welcoming the
delegates on behalf of the city. Col.
Cameron, of Haleign, the
Heitelian
vice president of t tie congress, responded. Then the president delivered bis annual addre.-s- .
The congress Is more than twenty
years obi, is non political and composed of delegates from every state and
territory, appointed by the respective
governors on the recommendation of
the agricultural organizations of the
states. The total membership is about
four thousand. The present session is
of considerable Importance and many
important subjects will come up for
consideration. Among the subjects to
be discussed are:
"The Farmer and
the Railway," "Tariff Schedules as
They Affect the Farmers,
I'he Percentage of Government F.xpcndit ures
for Agricultural Interests," "The Distributive versus the Productive Half
of Farming.
I'he Fanner and Postal Reforms" and Primary Agricultural Ki'.ucat ion." The congress will
remain in session uniil Friday of next
week.

Filling-Rel- ay

DISPLAY

ON

ROAD

The twenty-fiftteriitorial fair is
now only six days away, and the of
fice of the fair association is the
busiest place in town. Every available space and every available man

RAILWAY CARMEN MEET
IN ANNUAL CONVENTION.
Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 12. The bi

ennial national convention of the
Brotherhood
of Railway
Carmen
opened here this morning with a full
representation of all of its branches.
About BOO delegates were present at
the opening session. The session was
opened by Grand Chief Carman Frank
L. Ronemus, who delivered tila annual address. It Is expected that the
convention will last about eight or
nine days. Many Important subjects
will come up for consideration and
discussion. An effort will be made to
Induce the local organization of Carmen to Join the national organization.

PALATIAL SPECIAL
TRAIN FOR BANKERS
Chicago, Sept. 12. What will be
probably the most palatial train ever
to leave Chicago will be the "Rankers'
Special," which will go over the "Big
Four railway October 7. It will carry
500 prominent financial men of the
west, delegates to the convention of
the American Bankers' association at
Washington October 9. The train will
consist of ten of the finest Pullman.
cars four open sixteen section
compartment sleepers, a buffet library, an observation car and two
of the Big Four's new dining cars. In
addition to the porters, there will be
negro maids and barbers, also salt
water baths, a ticker service for receiving market reports and probably
a wireless telegraph apparatus.
At Indianapolis two cars of the In
diana bankers will Join the party. The
train will go from Cincinnati to Old
Thence the bankers
Point Comfort.
wl.l go to W'ashlngton via the Poto
mac on a special steamer. I. P. Spin
lug, Chicago representative of the Big
Four, will accompany the special to
Washington, and It is possible that
General Passenger Agent Lynch may
also do so.
sleep-ers.jtw-

!

SHOT

BY A BURGLAR,

WHO

WAS IN HER ROOM.
Greenwich, Conn., Serf. 12. Mrs.
C. W. Morell. daughter of E. C. Converse, of New York," an official of the
United States Steel company, was
shot by a burglar in her residence at
an early hour today. The bullet shattered her Jaw Wine and embedded
Itself In her shoulder.

bad.
F. It. Cirardin

arrived from Las
Vegas last night with a car of six
ho'tses.
Mr. Oirardin says that ho has
an entry for the 2:11 pace purse,
$l.(inu; two for the 2:40 pace; one for
the colt race and two for the running
races. The racing department
also
gives out the cheering news that the
following races have filled: The 2:11
pace, the 2:40 trot for New Mexico
and Arizona horses; the 3:00 pace
and trot for New Mexico and Arizona
horses, and the colt race.
The rating department has added
one feature to Its program, which is
bound to prove attractive, and that Is
a ladles' race, with a purse of $50,
Into three monies.

ROADS

Buffalo.

al

around the place have been forced into
service, and Secretary Sellers is in
the midst of it all. Letters are pour
ing In from every direction asking for
space for fruit exhibits, and pens for
fine cattle and. stalls for race horses.
Oh, they are going to lie there; horses.
cattle and sheep, even more numerous
than was expected, and there is .gilng
to be one of the finest fleece exhibits
ever seen anywhere.
doing today.
Hut back to what's
Secretary Sellers received a telegram
this morning fiom Scott Knight, who
is over on the Santa Fe Central, stating that (J. W. Ford was coming over
from the Estancla valley with five
horses for the five mile relay race
which ,will be run on Friday of fair
week, and that the Kstancla valley
fruit and produce exhibit will be a
large one. Mr. Fold's relay to am
makes the third which will try for
the relay race purse. One string is
coming from the San Juan country
and a third is entered from the south
ern part of the territory. The relay
race of last year was one t t he most
exciting features of the t
territorial fair, althoii"b it. had but
ten horses In It, and this year, with
fifteen horses racing, it should prove
one of the s nsatioc,catures of the
week's ente, t irinent.
Another teli,"" n from Denver, received today, says that the electrical
display , which will embrace Albuquerque In a blaze of light from Copper avenue to Silver avenue, and
from First strtet to Fifth street, was
shipped last night anil will airive
here tomorrow. The work of Installing this myriad of incandescent lamps
will begin on its arrival.
And the racing card doesn't look so

MEXICO

THREE HUNDRED DELEGATES
OF TRAVELING ENGINEERS.
Detroit, Mich., Sept. 12. About S00
delegates were In attendance when
the annual conventbm of the Traveling Engineers' association was called
to order here this morning.
The
headquarters are at the Cadillac hotel.
Many important problems of railroad
engineering will be considered and
discussed and many valuable papers
will be submitted at the convention.
wtiich will remain In session for four
days. A delegation representing the
chamber of commerce of Buffalo, N.
Y.. Is here to urge the convention to
hold the next annual convention In

bfc-ha- lf

Entries.

BUY

Chicago, Sept. 12. The Western
Association held an
journed meeting here this afternoon,
and it is expected that Important mat-te- is
bearing upon the threatened rat
war between the various Chicago
New York lines will be considered. According to the opinion of well Informed railroad men such a rate war
is almost inevitable.
It is expected
that the Western Passenger Assoc)
tion will decide to accept through tick- ets from eastern points, no matter how
great the cut fiom New York to Chicago, providing that the revenue coming to the western lines be In no way
diminished by the reductions on the
eastern roads. The question of winter tourist rates to Colorado Spring
and other points will also be considered.

Live Stock Board Meeting.
Guthrie, Okla., Sept. 12. Several
hundred officials of the state boards of
animal Industry are assembled here
to attend the ninth annual meeting
of the International
Association of
Live Stock Sanitary Boards, which opened here this moining j'or a two days
session.
Governor T. R. Ferguson
welcomed the officials on behalf of the
territory. Mayor J. W. Duko on
of the city. Dr. D. F. Luckey,
state veterinarian of Missouri, respond. Then President W. P. Smith,
of Moutlcello, III., deliered his annual
address. After the cus'omary committees had been appointed and '.he
officers of the organization had submitted their annual repjr.s, a recess
was taken until this afternoon. In the
Intending
aftcri'Pon session seve-papers wi'l be :id and discussed.

Race Will Have Three

ELECTRICAL

INEVITABLE

Passenger

'

SIX DAYS AWAY

Pacing Card is

over-exertio-

j

FACTS SUCH THOUGHT

Insurance companies was resumed to
day by the special legislative C051
nilttee appointed for that purpose.
Edmund D. Randolph, treasurer of
the New York Life Insurance, company, was examined regarding the removal of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul and the Chicago & Northwestern stocks from, the assets of the
company, which wa3 forced by pres
sure of the government.
These stocks were tin ned over to a
trust company, controlled by oinclals
of the insurance company, as collateral for loans. One of these loans
was made on notes signed by a colored messenger In the employ of the
Insurance company at $i00 a year.
"It is a recognized custom of financial concerns," said Mr. Randolph,
"to have dummy bonds." He said the
trust company carried this transaction along for the Insurance company,
and made an additional $200,000 for
the policy holders.
Mr. Randolph said thure was no
record on the books of the finance
committee of the insurance company
reierring to the loans made to the
messenger, Marshall, and another em
ploye of the insurance company who
was named Madison.
He also stated
that he did not make any delivery of
certificates of stock. He said that the
sales of the stocks were recorded in
the company's books, but that the
company kept control of the stock
after it went off the books, so as to
make any profit they could.

FAIR IS ONLY

VETRAN LEGION
ONLY SMALL ATTENDANCE

RICHARD MANSFIELD IS
RECOVERING FROM OPERATION,
New York, Sept. 12. Richard Mans,
field, actor, is lecoverlng from the ef
fects of two very delicate and serious

FROM

ist Rates.

New York, Sept. 12. The Inquiry
Into the methods pursued by the chief

into
where the Tartars are nmssacreing democrats had forced entrance
closed owing to
Atnienians without distinction of sex the hall, which ofwas
a religious holiday
the celebration
or age.
of the beheading of John
Thousand of' Tartars have crossed In memory
v
the Ptrso Hussion frontier and Joined the Baptist.
Revolutionary speeches were made
the insurgents in destroying Armenian village. At Minken. three hundred and the captain of the police ordered
the meeting to disperse.
Armenians were slaughtered.
Some of
Dispatches say mutilated children those present refused to obey and refew
dogs
and the
were thrown to
volvers were fired.
were forced to embrace Islam-isThe Cossacks then fired a volley inin order to save their lives.
to the crowd time and again, killing
thrity and wounding upwards of thirCRUEL, COWARDLY COSSACKS
FIRE INTO CROWDED ROOM ty. In the ensuing panic many perTiflis, aucasia, Sept. 12. A hundred sons fell and were trampled to death.
MEXICAN

Chicago and
New York Over Tour-- .

Brought Out, Such as Large Traveling
Engineers
and
Railway Carmen in
Leans are Made to
Megro Employe,
Session.

v:4fiysjj

Hundred Social Democrats 'Killed or Wounded at a Meeting in Town Hall, Cossacks Firing Volleys
Into Crowded Ranks.
MANY

IS THREATENED

Begun in New York by Between

Years Old, Launched In England In 1902

PANIC

RATE WAR NOW

OF INSURANCE

lloly War Proclaimed and Tartars arc Massacring

IN

NUMBER 's,u

Governors on a Visit.
Concord, N. H., Sept. 12 Today was
Governors' day at the state fair ami
six southern governors nd the governors of several eastern slates were
In attendance.
Among the distinguished visitors were the fid. owing southern govern irs: N. B. Brown, of Florida; N. C. Blancbard, of Louisiana:
James K. Varlaman, of Mississippi;
Jefferson Davis, of Arkansas; It. B.
Glenn, of North Carolina, and Win. M.
O. Dawson, of West Virginia. All of
them delivered brief addresses on the
fair grounds arfd were afterwards entertained by the Commercial, club.
They will remain here severai davs
and next week will visit at St. Johns-

SIXTEEN MILLIONS TO PAY
FOR SIXTEEN THOUSAND CARS,
Philadelphia, Sept. 12. It is stated
on good authority that the Pennsylvania railroad company will soon Issue
about $16,000,000 of equipment lionds
to provide funds to pay for the 16,000
new freight cars recently ordered. A
part of the plan is to break up 12,00(1
old cars, as was done three years ago,
with all cars under 30,000 capacity.
The cars will be destroyed for reasons of safety and economy and will
be replaced by new cars of much
greater capacity.
AMERICAN CAPITALISTS
BUYING MEXICAN

ROADS.

New York, Sept. 12. Senor B. M.
Derozarena, owner of the Pachusa Jb
Rael del Monte railroad. In Mexico,
arrived here today for the purpose of
negotiating for the sale of that road
to a syndicate of New York capitalists.
The system Includes the street railway lines In the city of Pachuca, and
several steam
railroads leading to
mines in that region,
A syndicate of American capitalist,

represented

In

Mexico

by

W.

O.

Seavers, has recently bought the San
Rafael Atlixlco railroad for $3,000.-OoThe same syndicate also owns
a government concession for the construction of a railroad from Mexico
Citv to Sole Point, on the isthmus of
Tehauntepec.
The San Rafael &
Atlixlco will be used as a link In the
proiHjsed new line.

o.

CANADIAN TRADES
AND LABOR CONGRESS
Montreal, Que., Sept. 12 The National Trades and libor Congress of
Cauada opened its third annual session here today and will remain in session four days. The attendance is larger than at any previous congress and
includes delegates of national trades
ami Labor councils, national trades
and labor unions, independent labor
unions, and all other bona fide labor
unions not controlled by foreign labor
organizations.
ne of the most Important subjects
which will come up for consideration
will be a plan for the nationalization
of the Canadian labor movement. The
question of the incorporation of trades
unions wili also be fully considered
and matters In connection with arbitration in trades disputes will be thoroughly discussed. A demand will be
made that arbitrary strikes and lock-ouKhali cease.
Another question
which will receive attention is the
question of Immigration into Canada.

st

-

International
Stewards' Convention.
Atlantic City. N. J., Sept. 12 The
annual meeting at the International
Stewards' association which opened
h, re today has attracted hundreds of
CHINESE BRITISH SUBJECT
member ami ( the visitors. The headREMOVED TO SOOCHOW quarters of the convention, which will
Shanghai. Sept. 12 A Cliinese-!ritis- remain In session three days, are at
subject, who was arrested at the Hotel Rudolf.
C'linsan and is alleged to have been
Lead.
tortured, has been removed to
New Yo'k. Sept. 12
Lead, steady
notwithstanding the British conunchanged.
and
sul's protest.
Sun-cho-

--

bury.

NOTED

LAWYER DIED
TODAY, AGED

SMALL TOWN VISITED

FIFTY-FIVE-

.

Atlanta, (la., Sept. 12. Judge T, J.
BY DISASTROUS FIRE. Simmons, chief Justice of the supreme
Law renceburg. Ky.. Sept. 12. One court of Georgia, died today, aged &5
of the mosi disastrous fl:es In the his- yeai s.
tory of Tyrone, four mib-- east of
ithis citv, incurred tonight at 8 o'clock, AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
SHOPS DESTROYED BY FIRE
when tin- department store, saloon and
barber shop of (jee & Bottom and the
Iigan, Vtah, Sept. 12. Fire today
were destroyed, destroyed the mechanical shops at the
Methodist church
with a loss of $2"), noo. Tho insurance agricultural college, entailing a loss.
-
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Citizen Publishing Company
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thousands of rattle thorp for a number of months. In Lincoln county the
Brass Is also In line chape. The ranchers In that section have been seeding
a (treat ileal of land to grnmnia grass,
more being seeded this year than In
anv vear since ISMS, and the pros- ,, mt o!nri(lanra xnf
i, w i fKM
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subscription:

Vtetlr by mail, on ymr in
on month
aiail, ana year
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tay Jy Carrier,

60c per month

Tub Evening Citii-e- will bed.llverad in thr
at th low rat of 20 rrnt per week, or for 60

teats per

anonth. when paid monthly.

LlnrtlslDg

Kates Hade Known on Application

taajaailTm will ermer a favor by notifying us
of the paper.
haienl lately on any

letter end remittance should be addreeepd tt.
Cmm PiisuasiMa Company. Draft,
j aback, eeetnfYire and expreaa money order
aatut be nude payable t Uta order at thr
VI

Tkm

ny.

Oust

TILI'HONII

JLutomatic 183.

Bell 15.

TERRITORIAL

OPENED

TOPICS

WILL ATTEND SCHOOL
AT ANN ARBOR.

THIRD STREET

SHE WON HERJWAY TO

A few years ago, Marie Hall, a sprig
of a girl, walked the streets of London, playing a violin and picking up

pennies in order to support her family.
On October USth, Marie Htfll. the
great violinist, at the age of twenty
one, sans mr iew iorK to inillll an
--
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and Salt Meats.
Sausage Factory.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, North Third Street.
Steam

4

B. A. SLEYSTER

IS

i

REAL ESTATE
PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

r

it is

Smoke the White

JOE

i

Lily

Capital and Surplus

Cigar.

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

SMALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
CAKES A SPECIALTY.
WEDDING
We desire patronage and we guarSIMON

AT ROSWELL
TAKING DEPOSITIONS.

antee first class baking.
who was at Roswell
!W. R.
207 S.' First Street.
Albuquerque.
several days taking depositions in the
suit of Simon Niemeyer against the
Tallmadge I. and company, which was
brought In I'ekin, 111., two months ago.
left for hi? home In Pekln. The suit PAINTS,. OILS,. VARNISHES. AND
BRUSHES
Is over a land ileal, the property being
Palmetto Roof Taint Stops ali leaks.
located four miles west of Dexter, in
which the plaintiff seeks to have a Ono gallon Devoe's Paint Covers
contract canceled. A half section of Three hundred square feet two coats.
land, worth $11,000, Is involved.
Leather, Harness, Saddles, Etc
NOTICE.
RAILROAD
409 WEST
AVENUE
At a special session of the board of
county coiiiinissionei s of Bernalillo
Established in 1882
county, New Mexico, held on the 9th
day of September, 1905, all the mem
&
bers being .resent, the following order
was made,
Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods,
It Is ordered by the board.
Mr.
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees,
Sanchez declining to vote, that the
Granite Flour.
clerk of this board, be and he hereby
is directed to publish for one week in
the daily papers of Albuquerque, a notice as follows:
Official Notice as to County Officers.
By dliection or the board oi county
commissioners of Bernalillo county.
notice is hereby given to the public Hillsboro Creamery Butter Best on
Earth.
that Perfect o Armijo has been ap
pointed sheriff of said county; that
Justo R. Armijo has been appointed Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery.
treasurer and
collector of
214 South Second Street.
said county, and that Andrew B.
Stroup has been apixitnted superin-x-x
x -- x x- -x x X
tendent ol schools ot slid county, and x
persons
recognized
been
have
said
that
W.
by said bofd as such officers as afore
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
said, and are now qualified and acting officers of the county, and all persons having business with either of
Office and Factory
said officers, are notified to transact
412 WEST COPPER AVENUE.
their business only with said ofiicers
Albuquerque, N. M,
above named, or their deputies or era-ployi s, and with no one else.
Phones, Auto. 108; Colo., Black 2C5.
JAMES A. SUMMERS, Clerk.
September 9, 1905.
X-- XX- -X
X X X- -X
X x- -x
It Is further oidered that said clerk
mail a copy of said notice to each
&
justice of the peace In the county.
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,
There are other WRITING IN SIGHT
LOANS
TYPEWRITERS,
Automatic phone 451.
But the L. C. SMITH BROS, by FAR
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.
excels them all. Then it has a TAB
ULATOR and MIMEOGRAPH attach
ment, without extra charge.
Corr- CLARKV1LLE PRODUCE CO
spondonce solicited. N. W. Alger,
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED
general agent, 124 South Walter St
Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
IT IS EASY
MAKE
GOOD
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
WITH
BREAD
CLUB
HO'JSi 602 South First Street Both Phones
cLOUR.

f

--

-

I

WITH AMPLE MEAN8
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

Thos. F. Kclchcr

.

THE TERRITORIAL
BOARD OF EDUCATION
RESOLUTION
MULGATED

AND

ORDER

THE

PRO-A- T

RECENT

MEETING.

-

F. C. PRATT

CO.

t:

THE

W

SOLOMON
T

'

a

DEPOSITORY

HAY DEN

S.S.PEARLSTINE

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

& SANTA

NATIONAL

Cashier;

FE RAILWAY

BANK

M.

President
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

&

9.

(

... $."00,000.00
$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway Company

The State National

Bank

OF ALBUQUERQUE

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

$100,000.00
$250,000.00

O. N. MARRON, President.
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.

0

0
0

I. H. COX, Manager.

Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixtures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.
Colo. 'Phone, 234.
412 W. Railroad Ave.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.

M

ooooooooooooo
0

ESTABLISHED

'OLD RELIABLE"

0
0

1878

B. PUTNEY
W H O L ESA L E G RO C E R
L.

Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERUE, N.

RAILROAD AVENUE

N. T. Armijo Building.

City Market

A.

The Standard Plumbing & Heating Co.

h

Real Estate Dealers. Moved to 208
West Gold Avenue, ground floor.
Get our prices before .you buy. We
have for a short time a few good
John W. Abbott, Prop.
brick and frame houses and choice
vacant lots, on easy terms.
Only tho Best
AT
PRICES.
Have vacant lots on the Highlands
from $liin to $300; $10 down, and $1
Meats, Butter and Eggs
per week. This is a good Investment
and will double in price In a short
109 North Sec0ntt St.
time. We have renters for all classes
of buildings, but veiy few to rent. It
will pay you to list your property
with us. All business entrusted with
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
us will tecelve prompt attention.
LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES
Horses and Mules bought and exMERCHANT TAILOR
changed.
BEST TURNOUTS IN TIHO. CITY
O. BAMBINI
HAS OPENED BUSI
Second street, between Railroad and
NESS AT NO. 209 WEST RAIL
Copper avenues.
ROAD AVENUE.

0
McPHERSON, Vice President.
ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.

D.

5

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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Asst

GEORGE ARNOT
O. E. CROMWELL

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we should like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

the world famed T. Hessenbruch &
Co. Cutlery and can therefore sell you
the very jest Cutlery at prices you
pay for the cheap kind. Remember all The Fuehr Undertaking Company
these goods are guaranteed.
Pocket knives, such as you pay 35
Successors to Edwards & Fuehr
to 75 cents for, here for 25 to 50 cents.
307 West Railroad Avenue.
Razors, a very fine one, at
$1.00
Both 'Phones.
Day or Night
1 25
A two dollar razor for
1 75
The finest made for
25
Scissors, 4 inch
REDUCED PRICBS
30
Scissors, four and a half Inch...
35
Scissors, five Inch
On Dental Work.
Plates, $8.00;
40
Scissors, six Inch
Gold Crowns, $t!.00; Fillings, $1.00
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
35
Shears, seven and a half inch..
45
Shears, eight and half Inch....
5oc. All guaranteed.
Very best butcher knives, six
40
inch
50
Best razor straps at 25 and
10
Glass cutters, good quality
AT THE CASH BUYERS' UNION
STORE
122 North Second Street
Wm. Dolde, Proprietor.
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
Room

AND

CO.

SHORTHAND and TYPEWRITING

A. PEACH & CO.

Johnson,

-

A. M. BLACKWELL

Depository for Atchison, Topeka

Also look where you can get Cutlery H
H
212'a South Second street
that Is and will stay sharp.
Auto Phone, 328.
We have the exclusive agency for X Business Strictly Confidential. t4

N

J-

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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U. S. DEPOSITORY.
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W. W. WOODS
H. F. RAYNOLDS

riRE

Look Out for Sharpers

N,

President;

Officers and Directors.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE

INSURANCE.

i

LUNA,

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

Secretary Mutual Building Associa
What's the use of a helper if
tion. Office at J. C Baldrldge's Lum
he isn't willing? Willingness Is
4 nn ample mantle which will al- - a ber yard.
most cover all the sins of serv- TOTI &. GRADI
4 ice. But a classified advertise- nient in The Evening Citizen is a t Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
willing helper that Is not only
Grain and
absoultely competent, but also is t Fine line of Fuel.
Imported Wines, Liquors
a willing worker. It works all a
and Cigars. Place your orders for
the time for you. It is the best
this line with us.
' and most economical publicity in
NORTH THIRD STREET.
the world.

tt

ALBUQUERQUE,

LUNA

FIRST

A. E. WALKER,

a a

OF

P' 2d. ?,hier;
SOLOMON

MVncu

WM.
J. C. BALDRIDGE

lu

WILLING HELPERS

COMMERCE

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

x-x-

RANKIN

OF

BANK

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMODATION
80LICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $150,000.00

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

A.

fj"HHJ,

4

fr

!-

Cm-ran-

MISS MAMIE HALL.
engagement to appear at sixty concerts in America and Canada. The
tour lasts five months and her contract calls for $30,011(1.
By the magic of her genius, Marie
Hall, Using from the role of a street
a yearly a In- fiddler, now ...commands
.
.
come exceeding tile salaries oir me
prime minister of England and the
lord chief Justice combined.

r

W. Railroad Avenue.

PIONEER BAKERY

AAVG THtl COUPONS.

$100,000

RICHARDS-CIG- ARS

113

25Quncesfor25Cenfs
WAS

Montezuma Trust Co

NOTARY

made right In its manuv. i d only the purest and best
en buy. Ths ingredients art
Combined with scientific accuracy and skill,
which insure a perfect baking powder,

The territorial board of education
which was in session at Santa Fe on
cousnu rauie
transacted
Saturday,
business before adjourning.
Governor M. A. Otero presided and
the following members were present,
Superintendent of Pubin addition:
lic Instruction Hiram Hadley. of Santo Fe; W. G. Tigiu, president of the
University of New Mexico, at Albuquerque; Peter .1. Schneider, president of St. Michael's college, of Santa
FeI.litiier Foster, president of the
New Mexico College of Agriculture
PRINTERS PROVE GOOD
and Mechanic Arts, at Mesilla Park;
of the
.:..
superintendent
C. M. Light,
TROUT FISHERMEN.
I
New Mexico Normal School at Silver
C. F. McKay and Frank P. Sturges,
City .and E. J. Vert, pi.sidtnt of the
I
I
'f
of the New Mexican's typographical
Normal University at Las Vegas.
force, Santa Fe, Sunday afternoon
The secretary reported that the five
caught sixteen and nine trout reyear certificates bad been engraved
spectively in tne Santa Fe river, about
and paid, and that the work of entwo miles above Monument rock.
graving the life certificates would be
They declare that if properly stocked,
completed in tho near future.
the Santa Fe would be one of the best
A five year certificate, which had
trout streams In the territory.
been granted G. Milton Elam, of Kentucky, conditionally, at the last meetSHEEP L08T IN
ing, was revoked and the fee returned
PECULIAR MANNER,
to Mr. Elam.
After some discussion the followJ. Mj Cornelius and wife were Azing resolution was adopted:
tec vlaltorB Tuesday, .says the Index.
"Whereas, At a meeting of the TerMr. Cornelius recently lost 175 head
BoaiM of Education, held June
ritorial
sheep
a
peculiar
manner. They
of
in
8, 1903, a list of text books was adoptwere on a level mesa when something
frightened them and a bunch piled
ed; said board in interpreting its
own action hereby expresses the opinup with the above result.
ion that a school district, or city, afthe
LAS VEGAS WILL HAVE
ter having made a selection from
adopted list,, cannot legally change
MORE MODERN COTTAGES.
its selection until the expiration of
The Las Vegas Improvement Comtime for which the adoption by
the
pany is having plans drawn for the
said board was made."
erection of four or five more modern
High schools, however, are practiccottages in the Meadow City. They
ally at liberty to select such text
will be completed in time for occubooks as may best meet their needs
pancy this winter. The company, at
as the board has adopted no text
a meeting this week, elected the folIiooks for them.
lowing officers:
President, J. D. W.
Messrs. Tight, Foster and Vert were
Veeder; vice president. Max Nord-baus- ;
appointed a committee to report upon
secretary, George H. Hunker;
the application for professional certitreasurer, Hallett Raynolds.
ficates and the following were grantMisses Minnie Craig, Lillian
ed:
COMPANY
TELEPHONE
Gray, Lillle Gertrude Johnson, MarBUSY AT SANTA FE.
tha Peters, Edith Uodkey, Louise
Sporleder, Vashtl Edna Thomas, Irene
Manager I. Sparks of the Sapta Fe
Telephone Company, will soon begin
S. Whitniore, Adah Vaughn, Ellen
Francis Daniels, Lillian Hagget, and
work on the installation of the new
switch board, and expects to have it
J. Roscoe McCollum. Application upANTHONY FIALA.
on eight other applications was dein operation within thirty days, says
age of the late William Zeigler is the ferred and one application was reject
the New Mexican.
the New Mexican. At present, the youngest man who has ever attempted ed.
company has more requests for tele- to penerate the fiozen heart of the
The board decided to hold Its regu
In
phones than it can accommodate, but silent north. He was educated
quarterly meetings on the second
lar
December.
eta soon as the new switch board Is In Brooklyn and served in the Spanish-America- Saturday of September,
with
went
war,
and later
place it will be able to supply all
March and June, at the omce or tne
Evelyn B. Baldwin when the latter superintendent of public instruction.
wants in that line.
On
expedition.
made his northern
Messrs. Tight. Hadley ann ven
MANY IMPROVEMENTS AT
that trip Fiala was the official pho- werp an'nolnted a committee to formu
RATON ELECTRIC PLANT. tographer, but the young man so im late the rules for examinations to be
pressed Mr. Zeigler that despite the held by the board for professional cerThe Raton Electric Light com nan v fact that he had neither
scientific
will make extensive improvements in nor academic qualifications, Mr. Zeig- tificates. It was ordered that: ques
First, in the preparation of
Its plant during the next month, and ler offered him the command of the
will spend about $15,000 for that pur- expedition from which he has Just re- tions for the examination of teachers,
the board hereby authorizes the su
pose. New machinery has been or- turned.
perintendent of public Instruction to
dered for the installation of an alIt was on June 23. 1905, that Ftala
assign to each member of the board
ternating current system for the
e
northon the perilous journey
such branches as he may deem propdistricts and a day current will started
Norto
ward. From America he went
questions therealso be operated in the city.
way, commanding a small company er, for preparation of
on.
of Arctic sailors and scientists.
VALUATION OF PROPERTY
Second. The superintendent of pubIN SANTA FE COUNTY.1
lic instruction is hereby authorized to
NOTED PYTHIAN. WHO
IS REPORTED DYING. change these lists, on being submitThe board of county commissioners
ted, or substitute new lists therefor in
of Santa Fe county, at Its session last
order that they may be made to carry
Saturday, approved the assessment
out the full intention of the board as
rolls of that county for the year l!u3
a whole.
as submitted by the assessor. The
Third. That a full list of these
valuation of the taxable property fori
questions shall be mailed to each
this year will be about $1.8o0,noo. The
member of the board at the time tliey
necessary abstract is now being preare sent to the county superintendpared and the assessemnt rolls will
ents.
le turned over to the territorial audiFourth. That the superintendent of
tor and to the collector of taxes at
public Instruction shall cause to be
once.
printed with the examination questions, rules governing the conduct of
GOOD GRASS ON
an examination, as expressed by the
SOUTHERN RANGES
law and the action of this board.
Fifth. For the sake of uniformity,
From I. una and Grant counties
and to prevent conflict in this matter,
comes the repent that the recent
the superintendent is requested to fur
rains,, while to late to make bay on
nish the county superintendents with
the ranaes, have been of great beneblank forms exhibiting the names of
fit in making plenty of good grass for
applicants in full and the brandies rethe winter feed. It is said that there
quired for first and second grade ceris enough giass there to ft ed all the
tificates.
Messrs. Vert, Light and Foster were
appointed a committee to prepare a
M AJ.
GEN. J AS. It. t'AKNAH AN. proper syllabus of the subject reBRAINS MOVE THE WORLD.
The head of t.n uniformed rank, quired for examination of teachers for
Kniglits of Pythias, who was stiicken first ami second grade certificates.
Krtp them healthy by
witli heart disease at Indianapolis. The board then adjourned.
He is a lawyer by profession, eume
out of the Civil war a .captain, was
Attacked by a Mo).
twice ill imitineiit commander of the and beaten, in a labor riot, until covGrape-NutG. A. It., w as a lii iK tdier general In ered with seres, a Chicago street car
the Nudianu National Guard, and has conductor upplied Bucklens Arnica
ceii maojr general of l It., K. of P., Salve, and was soon sound and well.
FOOD
since I SKI, when In- wa.s first elected. "I use it In my family," writes G. J.
Welch, of Tekousha, Mich., "and find
Ladies' Riding Outfits.
perfect " Simply gnat for cuts and
"There's a reason" Prove it !! Compete lines of ladies' riding Itburns.
Onlv L'3 cents at all druggists.
' trbv
now on sale
, It gglns and hats,
by trial 10 days.
here.
IVES, THE FLORIST.
SlMoN STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Fresh Cut Flowers.
i
K

Baking Ponder

rtecanse
facture are
that money

WAS THROWN FROM
WAGON AND KILLED

Miss McFie, Miss Mary McFle and
John McFie left Santa Fe for Ann ArIS STILL CAME
bor. Mich., where Miss Mary and John FIALA
will attend school this winter, Miss!
McFie accompanying them to remain
New York, Sept. 12. Although Anwith them during their absence.
thony Fiaia, age 2S years, has made
three failu.es in his attempts to reach
TEXICO SUFFERS A
the north pole, he is not discouraged,
. BIG FIRE RECENTLY.
and hopes that he will again have an
The building .of the Guy Gamble opportunity to undergo to privations
sufferings of a trip to the far
Hardware company at Texico, Roose-Tel- t and
county, burned to the ground on north.
This nrooklynite, who sough
the
Thursday morning of last week. The
loss, amounting to $3,000, Is partly northwest passage under the patron- covered by Insurance. Gamble will rebuild at once.

All Kinds of Fresh

SUCCESSFUL

t

195

12,

BANK INSTITUTIONS

.

INSURANCE,

The public schools of the city openmorning with a fair atThe
tendance, says the Chieftain.
higher grades arc provided for at tho
first ward building tinder the instruc
tion of Prof. W. K. Twining and Miss
Delia Harris. The lower grades are
taught In I lie second ward building by
Sisters Malachl and Kagais. of Mount
C'armel convent, and Miss .lames.
l'rof. Twining, the principal, came to
Socorro highly recommended and he
and bis efficient corps of assistants
have the situation well in hand. It Is
reasonable to anticipate
that the
work of the present year In the city
schools wlli lie very satisfactory.

Friday afternoon Mrs. E. F. Taylor.
while driving to Frultland from Fatm-Ingtowas thrown from Die wagon
and killed, says the Times. While
driving down the hill this side of
Fruit land, the neckyoke gave way and
let the wagon tongue down, and the
waeon running onto the horses frleht- ened them and they began to run. Tne
tongue soon caught and broke, and
the stub that was left caught in the
ground and threw the wagon tip with
such force that Mrs. Taylor and the
two chilli rn were hurled from tne
wagon.
Mrs. Tavlor's head struck a
stone as she fell and she was seriously injured, hut could still speak.
She was carried to the residence of
Hoy Kennedy where she died In an
hour after the accident. Mr. Taylor,
at the time of the accident, was at
work on the Pl:ike college, and the
news sent him did not Indicate that
the accident was serious. He started
home on foot, but was met by a buggy
and the s;id news told him. The
whole community svninnfhlzes with
Mr. Taylor and the children In their
sad bereavement.

Meat Market

FAME AND FORTUNE

ed Tuesday

Official Paper of UerrwUillo Count)
,

PUBLIC
SCHOOLS

TUESDAY, 8EPT.

M.

0

CEMENT SIDEWALKS

We are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first class
material and employ competent workmen, which Justifies us In giv-lnOur prices will compare favoiably
you a positive guarantee.
with responsible competition.

g

Laughlin Hydraulic Stone Company
AUTOMATIC

PHONE

711.

BED-ROC-

$25.00

I have opened a merchant
tailoring
establishnn nt upstairs over No. 209
West Railroad avenue, and solicit the
patronage of the general, public.
Suits made too order. Clothes cleaned
pressed and repaired. The specific I
use will not injure the cloth. Ladies'
garments also cleaned, and walking
skirts made to order. Fit guaranteed.
Have had 15 years' experience in
tills city. Give ma a trial.

SECOND CLASS

$25.00

Colorust Rates to California.
Commencing September 15 and dally thereafter until October 31 the Santa Fe will sell tickets to all points in
California at a rate of $25.00, one way
only.
Stop overs allowed. Call on
any agent of the Sauta Fe. H. S.
LUTZ, Agent, Albuquerque, N. M.
JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

oooooooooo ooooooococ
GIRLS
GIRLS

!

GIRLS

MIDNIGHT

!

!

0
0

LUNCH

After the show, or after cards; in fact, after any entertainment,
a host can smile and say; "Let's have a little lunch," bouillon,
can be
raieblt, chocolate or any of those delicious dainties that
prepared on a gas range, without changing your gown. You
can do this if you have a gas range.

0

See the Gas Man, Fourth and Gold Ave.
to t c otootototooto

0
0

oootocoiOoc

tot

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
SANTA

FE,

N. M.

STAGE LINE

O. BAMBINI.

Carries the United StateB mall; only
line with a change of stock enroute;
good rigs, horses and drivers; leaves
Alblquerque every Tuesday and Saturday at 6 a. in. For particulars, address W. L. Trimble & Co., agents,
UNION MARKET
Albuquerque, cr J. B. BLOCK, proBoth Phone. prietor, Perea, New Mexico.
W. Gold Avenue

TRY OUR
FRESH MEATS AND SAUSAGEd
A Specially Fine, Line

1'07
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THE

FORTY-SEVENT-
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YEAR BEGINS

SEPT. 4, '05
PRESIDENT

TUESDAY, SEPT.
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There wiil be some Big Real Estate Sales made between now and Spring

Albaqt

ei. que

Always Booms in the Winter

PRICES ARE NOW THE LOWEST
chance for wage earners to make big money. 150 beautiful 50 foot
Residence Lots Eastern Addition, Highlands. Today, price only $100,
$150, $200 per lot;
A

by buying $10

DOUBLE YOUR WAGES
A LOT NOW.

Is

Per Week

Down-Si

3

SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY
W. H.

uzxsjr

"jjjuvsr'

y

aB1

lira
ZTjv?

P

Solomon Luna,

Greer, Pres.

txsvmr XKW.ty

large assortment of everything new and nobby in the furniture line. Our mammoth fur
niture emporium Is replete with
everything to make housekeep-- a
ing pleasant and at prices that
will not hurt your pocketbooK.
It will pay you to investigate
our stock before purchasing.
We can furnish your home complete. Special attention given to
mail orders. "Get the Habit."
J. D. EMMONS,
Successor to Futrelle Furniture
Company
A

Flournoy, Sec.

D. K. B.

11

Sellers, Mgr.

cxi'iz

struction of bridges and will have
charge of a larse force of men. The
construction of the line has been tied
up for the past year In the courts in
a controversy between the Santa Fe
and Southern Pacific, who were fighting over the right of way through (he
Oila canyon. This has finally been
decided in favor of the Santa Fe.
which corporation is behind the PhoeThe road will now
nix & Eastern.
be pushed to completion. The Phoenix
Eastern will run from Phoenix to
Benson, Ariz., and it Is expected that
some traffic arrangement will be made
or a line will be built through to-- El
Paso.

Just Received

M, W.

V-Pr- es.
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HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE THE ELEPHANT?

Making a Hit
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;
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WITH OUR

Pilsner Boor

i

m

! what we are doing with every
one who teste Ite delicloue flavor and strengthening qualMe.
There le no warm weather beverage that can compare wtth
thle refreahtng drink n a warm
day.. It la not only pleasant to
taate, but is Invigorating and
wholesome. $3 per case-- of two
dozen quartes; 2 per case of
two dozen pints.

t

AFTER
SIERRA MADRE ROAD.

ROCK ISLAND

n"

;. if

.
That the Rock Island Is after the
Sierra Madre road with a view to ex&
tending it to tlie Pacific coast, was
admitted last night by Colonel W. C.
Auto.
Phone
292.
ASK
FOR
DIAMOND
ICE.
Colo. Phone 93
Oreehe, owner of the Siera Madre,
when he passed through El Paso en
route to Cananea from a visit of Inspection to his properties down in
Chihuahua, says the El Paso Herald.
V
AlltO Ilhotie. 31 fi. Hell nlione 115.
npalilnnco Anfn phone. No. 299. 0
When asked point blank If the Rock
Island had purchased or was on a deal
for the Sierra Madre, Colonel Greene
Director nd
0
said: "A deal is on, but it has not
Hlack
or
White
Hearse,
$5.00.
Commercial Club Building.
progressed far enough to say anything
am
CITY UNDERTAKER.
definite about it."
0
"Will the deal likely be concluded
The new Santa Fe hospital at Los irom san uernaruino wno anenueu uic
time?"
you
are
in
the
while
this
Dispatcher
east
Night
Chief
Angeles is ncaring completion. When services was
was asked.
finished It will be one of the best O. F. Higginson, who was for a num- - j the colonel
"That I cannot say," was his reply.
years
associated with the de-- j
equipped hospitals on the Santa Fe her of
1
work. Superln-- ; "There are several deals on for the
ceased In railroad
.inn Hi i
coast.
tendent John Denalr of Needles, was Sierra Madre and something may be
WOOD.
IN
ST.
JOHN'S
Leo Sullier, son of Engineer Dave also in Los Angeles to attend the! done while 1 am away. I am going to
This Is petite Marie Studholme, a favorite soubrette, enjoying herself
Cananea and then on to New York,
Sullier, and a machinist apprentice at funet al.
:
and it is quite possible that the road with her visitor, "Jumbo Junior," In her summer home In England. That
the Santa Fe shops, was taken to the
will then be sold, but I am not saying elephant doesn't think he Is a "white" one, by any means, in th ordinary
yesterday
hospital
with a severe RICHEST BIT OF
a Siamese, it would take at?
acceptance of the teim. Even if
RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION. that it will."
case of typhoid fever.
m
m
VISIBLE TYPEWRITERS
"Why Is it that you wish to get rid awful lot of prodding to send him homewards at the time the picture
Engineering
Review
Mining
and
The
Dr. W. F. Freeman
has returned
of the road so soon after huylng.it?". was taken.
Ariz.,
Douglas.
'savs:
richest
the
bas
is
from his summer vacation and
the colonel waa next asked.
again in charge of the Santa Fe hos- lilt of railroad construction in the
"I am not trying to get rid of It,"
long,
a
The best machine In the
only
mile
half
is
It
pital at Needles, Cal. Mrs. Freeman 'world.
SOME LITERARY STATESMEN.
THEY NEED EDUCATING.
he replied, "and will build It accordI world.
t
ap-:
Is
This Is no experiworth
alone
but
railroad
the
and daughter are still in the east, and
ing to original plans," said he, "if 1
ment, but has been testThe recent death of John Hay
The New Mexican deplores the fact
will remain for a few weeks before proximately $,TM.IK0. The roadbed do not sell it, but If a railroad com-- !
ed and tried, and has
forms the stock pile for the Copper pany wants to buy the line with the that so little effort is being made In points one curious contract between
returning to their home in Needles.
-200,000 In use.
Queen smelter, the reserve to be agreement that it will be extended
If you
and American public life,
t
"to that city to make Santa Ke attract- English
General Manager H. J. Simmons, of drawn upon in case of accident at the: the Pacific coast, I am willing to sell. ive to summer visitors, and the Albu- writes Sidney Low In the London
are Interested In typewri
for
the El Paso & Southwestern, has post- Hishee mines or at the railroad. The, I have no desire to operate a railroad, querque Journal follows up the com- Standaid.
In our own country,
ters call or address
ed bulletins announcing the changing depth of the bed averages about fif-- i I am a miner, and it was to get my plaint by saying that if the capital more than a century, many of our
of the name 'ot Hereford, N. M., on teen feet, being about twenty-fivand leading statesmen have been accomfeey
and my timber tracts and get ' were made clean and attractive proGEO. S, RAMSEY
tae eastern division of the Southwest- deep in the center, and is thirty feetj mines
plished men of letters and students,
products
I suitable accommodations were
the
their
to
market
that
Fox, Canern, to Newman; the name Taylor on wide, and all is ore. sulphides, oxides, bought the road. If the Rock
were
City
people
Such
Duke
vided,
not
authors.
if
hundreds
of
Island
401 W. R. R. At.
the Deming branch, to Midway, and manganese, malachite, etc., and con- desires to buy the line and extend
who now go to other points, would ning, Ixrd John Russell, Lord Derby,
it. go
General Agent for
the name French on the western di- centrates, which glitter like tiny bits to the Pacific, then I am willing to1
to Santa Fe. Las Vegas is a well Bulwer Lytton, Disraeli, Gladstone,
New Mexico
vision, in Arizona, to Carto.
of gold between the rails. It is es sell, for that would seive my pur- kept and beautiful city. It has had, Lord Salisbury; and the tradition Is
up to the present, ample accommo- maintained by Mr. Balfour, in tho
bed of this rich road pose."
timated
that
the
Two laboiers on the New Mexico comprises 100,000 tons of ore, which
m
m
dations for summer visitors and Is United States the line of Ttterary
Eastern railway were held up near runs 10 per cent copper, and Is valued
providing accommodations for many statesmen almost died out .with the
Interesting
to
Students.
by
county,
Texico, Roosevelt
last week
.1,111 oAnn
$30 per ton.
Rnhnnta uuu
atwl rnlluiiQD
Tho ......
more
at
In the future. The resorts in fathers of the republic. Hamilton,
n
.p,in
in
two masked men and robbed of $9.
O O
-.
f,w tha fnll
.I...Ill Gallinas canyon and In the mountains Jefferson, Madison and Adams left no
itttin
m
auu
tan
ici
will
Lueie
hold-uThe
occurred in a box car. ELDRIDGE NOW UP
beyond are incomparable. The sum- successors at the White House and 0
t
many
be
young
men
and
QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors
The laborers at first resisted, but one
CHARGED WITH MURDER. women who will
and
be looking for a mer climate Is Ideal. And yet, though capitol. The great presidents
of them was cut over the head witV a
way to earn their expenses. The people come nere by the score from party leaders have been men of action,
Fred Eldrldge, who was tried a few good
cudgel, and the other, after looking
0
Four-TracNews, the great illustrat- St. Louis, Kansas City, Chicago and pure and simple, like Lincoln, Grant, 0
into the muzzle of a revolver, gave 'up months ago before the superior court
New York, and the cities of th south Blaine and Conkllng, McKlnley and
monthly
magazine
ed
charge
upon
a
of
of
travel
and
Bernardino
San
at
his cash.
j
it Is true,
forgery, it being alleged that he forg-e- education, appeals to Intelligent read- to escape the summer heat, they do Cleveland. Mr. Roosevelt,
0
come from Albuquerque. The fact writes books, but In this, as in other 0
S. T. Jameson, James Watson and
the name of J. W. Wood, general ers and students who will find It easy not
F. M. Allen have been arrested at foieman of the Santa Fe at Needles, to secure subscriptions for It. The of the matter Is that people from respects, he has bioken through traTexico, the eastern end of the Belen to a pass, is again in the county jail, terms to persons soliciting subscrip- Albuquerque and El Paso and other dition.
FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. 'Finest Whiskies, Imported 0
On the other hand, the American 0
cut-ofon the charge of Intimidating and it Is probable that a charge of tions are extremely liberal and offer cities of the southwest that are
and
Domestic Wines and Cognac. The coolest and highest grade ot
gotlitorary
frequently
summers,
blessed
diplomatists
are
with hot
have
negro laborers on the New Mexico murder will be placed against him. a very generous margin of profit. It
Eastern railway, whom they nad or- He, with two companions, were in the will pay any one Interested to write ten Into the habit of going to the Pa- men. Such were Bancroft. Motley, 0 lager served. Finest and best llmported and Domestic Cigars.
0
dered to leave Texico and New Mex- San Bernardino mountains, and one of to the publisher, George II. Daniels, cific coast in the summer, and need Ixwell, Bayard and John Hay; and
ico. Justice of the Peace Tally placed the party Is now dead with a bullet 7, Fast 42nd street, New York, for educating to the superior advantages such Is now Whltelaw Reid, with whom
of this region Las Vegas Optic.
Mr. Hay was long associated inthe
each of the arrested men under $250 hole in the back of his head. One of full particulars.
n
editorial conduct of the New York
bond to appear before the next grand the parties says that lie committed
Can You Eat?
Tribune. If Mr. Mo: ley had been an
Jury.
suicide, and another says that the
POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
probably nave
J. B. Taylor, a prominent merchant American he would
wagon tipped over and that he was
I
WWskl" I
It is noticeable that there are many of Chriesman, Texas, says: "I could been ambassador to London to BerThe August oil production of the killed that wav. Sheriff Ralphs and
agriculturists
had
tieen
or
Reid
i!
Santo h'f
n 'h.s
in Washington, but no not eat because of a weak stomach. I lin. And If Whltelaw
California, shows Deputy District Attorney Willis, of
Wines.Brandlss.Etc,
i lost
that the Si-are gradually increas- San Bernardino, were In the mountains farmers. Dallas News.
all strength and ran down in an Englishman he would certainly
ing their omput, the total for the investigating the locality of the faThe sultan's time is all filled dodg-- l weight. Ali
could do was have been a cabinet minister long ago.
Prop.
BARNETT,
JOSEPH
month being 110,116 barrels. As be- tality, with a view of obtaining evi- ing bombs when he is not busy dodg-- done, but all hope of recovery van.
ing hills. Chicago
j ished.
tween the two fields operated by the dence.
Hearing of some wonderful EX SPEAKER HENDERSC",
SAMPLE AND
The time is ripe for the great Amer- cures effected by Kodol Dyspepsia
Santa Fe, the Hukersfleld produced
WHO IS DYING AT K
CLUB ROOMS
Avenue
West
Railroad
20
,
IA.
DUBU'-.UE53,805 barrels and the Olinda tield
IN
ican play, but the trouble is that tne Cure, I concluded to try It. The first
HOME
RIO GRANDE DIVISION
t''L',311 barrels.
play w riters and the play are not rine. bottle benefitted tne, and after taking
The output of the latAtlanta Journal.
ter field was materially inci eased by
four bottles, I am restored to my usCol. Bryan will go to the Orient in ual strength, wealth and health." Kothe gusher, which ha-- been (lowing THE SANTA FE TRACK TO BE PUT
i
ABOVE HIGH WATER MARK RE-- j stead of to Europe. This will cause! dol Dyspepsia Cure digests what you
heavily for the past month.
mm
GARDLESS OF COST.
tlie earth to tip tlie other way.
eat and cures. Sold by all druggists.
.1.
The Santa Fe will place on sale, imThe Socorro Chieftain has it from
mediately after the fair, tickets to the
AND
LUMBER
What the dual tariff movement may
Scratch, scratch, scratch: unable to
Orand Canyon and return," at the low tne very best of authority that the amount to will be known only when
SHERMAN-WILLIAMAlways la
PAINT
BUILDING
during
PAPER
attend
business
to
day
or
the
rate of t2D for the round trip. It Is Santa Fe company is at once to enter .Mr. Aldrich, the general superintend- sieej) during
Covers more, looks best, wears
the night. Itching piles,
expected that a great many will take upon the work of placing the track of ent of the L'nited States senate, shall
Lime,
Plaster,
stock.
Cement.
longest, most economical, full
horrible pagite.
loan's Ointment
advantage of this low rate, and pas- the Rio Grande division aliove high have spoken. Minneapolis Journal.
etc.
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Class,
cures.
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Never
drug
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tiny
store,
sengers intending to make the trip water mark regardless of cost.
I He world
surely be good 50 cetits.
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such persistent
commodations now so that extra equip- what purported to an official an- preacheis as the kaiser and the presi-- l
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You
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ment may be provided for if necessary. nouncement that a soon as the Helen dent. St. Louis
Engaged people should remember,
Tliis will give our people an opiortti-nit- cut off was completed the necessary
Loomis intimates that he is going
to sue the greatest wonder of links would be supplied to give the abroad again on 'an important mis-- : that, afier marriage, many quarrels
4
the world at an exceedingly small ex- Minta Fe another transcontinental stun." Any mission which takes Mr. can be avoided, by keeping; their digestions
good
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with
line, which would Include the cut off Looinis abroad is important. Minnepense.
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apolis Journal.
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Messrs. she lost her strength and vigor, and
A few days ago The Citizen pub- ting the
in the best possible Rixt, Shaw and Taft will please
track
Splendid Restaurant
Prices
Reasonable
take became a mere wreck of her former
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SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
nouncing the death of William Mee-ha- imny's fast through trains over this notice. Milwaukee News.
Numerous and Worthless.
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By Irene Shieldi

GAMES ARE
FAIR WEEK.

wleh to go, dear, dimpled maid,
Thit. pleasant afternoon,
Where your little feet have strayed
Through all your sunny June;
Take my hand and c asp it close,

LAND

There Is nothing In which Now Mexico is ho deeply
Interested as she la In securing law, Immediate and continuous additions to her agricultural population, t'ould
the Immense amounts yearly pent out of this territory for
vegetables, fruits, flowers, hays, grains, canned poods,
fowls and etins, and creamery products cou.d tne
amounts expended upon these necessities, ho kept at
home and spent among a rural population of our own.
New Mexico would be one of the richest sections of the
entire American Union. Hut as It is, the profits of our
labor, mines, lumber, cattle, sheep, poats, nnd wool, Instead of remaining to enrich the territory by circulating
at home, are sent away for the necessities mentioned
and. enrich other sections, but return to us never more.
It Is In the hope of increasing New Mexico's farming
population, that statehood is so earnestly desired, the
opinion being generally held that such result would
speedily follow on the establishment of a state government.
In this connection, the following from the Denver Republican will be of Interest in New Mexico as well as in
Colorado. The Republican says:
"Many eastern Investors are coming to the state this
month to look over Idle lands with a view of buying up
large tracts, proving the success of the Campbell system
of tilling the lands without irrigating, ami after the fact
has become established, 'selling the lands to settlers. Several parties are already here Investigating offered Investments and others are on the way. They are business men
who are alive to the opportunity presented for making
money out of the revolution in farming these wide areas
of lands that were long considered of little value.
"Just now there is a considerable movement 'for all
kinds of farming lands in the state. The irrigated lands
are commanding prices far in excess of any heretofore;
government lands arc being filed on at a rapid rate and
the railroad lands from Denver to the eastern line of the
state are going fast. Fanners from less favored sections
arc moving In and paying cash for the Irrigated farms;
home people are locating and buying the deeded lands
and speculators are looking for bargains in any class of
acreage. Lands that the cattleman onee ranged his herds
over without thought of their ever becoming worth acquiring, are getting up to prices equal to acreage of eastern states and the promise is that in a few years there
wiH not be an acre of land east of the foothills that will
not have a fixed market value and definite earning

My
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u'nderwear

DURING

Chief of I', n- Tims. McMillln has
taken active rps I.to si e'that all fak11...
.!.. I...
IIJI1- llllll
irs and gi.rt' S MII IIIU'
put
querque
uieir neiarious
in
fieri during fair week
schemes im
out of town or are ar
are at once
rested for vuiaiicy and given a jail
sentence tlm' u'lll k,'ep them In custody over Hi'' f iir.
The chief hus instructed the officers
on the for
" run In all suspicious
characters t' nf can not give a good
account of tlnir movements and this
act on the par; of Mr. McMillln is
very comm. lelablo. as It will eliminate that, c 'mi nt which hangs about
isltors and causing all
fairs, robbi'
sorts of troub!
Now thtr tiie officers have their
eagle eyes "' for the crooked ones, it
fur them to give Albti-ilwould be w
querque a
berth or they will be
come guest- - of the county for an indefinite period.

THE last

thing in the World a Man Should think of buying is
Underwear. We sell no Underwear that we can not
We have many excellent lines, Fleeced Lined
-r Natural Wool, Merino Camel's1 Hair, Pure Soft Wool, Lambs
Wool, etc. , etc. Underwear at 50c, $ .00, $2.00 up to $4 00 garment
See the great line of Popular priced Underwear we are selling It's
the best value in the land for the money. Ask to see what interests
you, and you'll soon discover that this is the Store for Men's Underwear and Men's Furnishings of all sorts.
Agent for Dr. Jaegers Sanitary Woolen Underwear Co.

i

promise true receive

I'li never show the way you go
To the "Land of, M ike believe."

Through pleasant lanes where heartsease grow,
And buds of promise bloom,
Where cheering springs of comfort flow,
Sowt winds wait sweet perfume;
hopes long dead,
And there fond
Old friends I held most dear
Old joys that all too quick. y Tied,
,
Old songs I fain would hear
Shall come and bide with us awhile,
Our hearts with rapture fill,
And tears forgot, we'll keep the smile.
When down the western hill
The golden sun has hid his face.
And we for home must leave,
Forever holding fast the grace
Of the "Land of
old-tim-

Make-believe.-

And some blest day our Father's hand
May lead both me and you
Adown a golden sunlit land,
come true.
Where
"Make-believes-

12,

IP

CHIEF McMILLIN AND HIS FORCE
NO
SKIN
WILL SEE THAT

1

DliMANI)

TUESDAY, SEPT.

SUSPICIOUS CHARACTERS

LAND OF MAKE BELIrVE

By The Citizen Publishing Company
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DOINGS IN POLICE

2f

3

"WE CAN," MIGHT CE MOTTO
OF OUR GREAT COUNTRY
Chicago Inter Occam

M. MANDELL

This morning's session of the police
court was not as busy as usual, although Judi'.e Crawford was called upon to Issue several warrants and inflict a few lines for minor violations
of

"

COURT

FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS
0

the

law.
M, H. Powers appeared before the
court and
for a warrant for the

arrest of

Y d Wesley.
According to
OUR COAL YARD
Powers' story. Wesley committed an
Is chock full of coal that will gladdei
upon him this morunprovoked
your heart and warm your . house
ning In the New York saloon on South
when Its cold. Fill your bint far
servSecond street. The warrant was
next winter now and avoid the ruin.
ed and the raso will be heard tomorLOOK
row morning at 9 o'clock.
The case of James Johnson vs. AlAmerican Block coal, the best Gailua
bert Striplaml took up considerable of
mined. .Cerrillos Lump, the standard
the court's time this morning. Johnheating coal. All sizes of hard coal
son and Striplaml are hotel porters
WOOD
and got into a racket several evenings
Factory wood, 3.00 full load; Grew
ago at the Santa Fe station. The re-- Mill wood, $2.00 full
load.
sult was that Johnson swore out a
Eureka White Lime.
warrant, for Striplaml, charging him
with using profane and abusive lanHAHN'S COAL YARD.
guage. Judge W. C. Heacock repreAuto Phone, 416.
Colo. Phone, 4&
sented Johnson in court, while Strip-lanwas defended by Judge P. F. Adams. After examining a number of
witnesses the court decided that the
evidence v;.s hard y s:ti'!iciont. to fine Offer to supply you with anything in
t.hevdefendant so it lot him off on the our line, at prices that are fair and
nayment of the costs amounting to square, and we are now making
IX THIS COUNTRY FOR YOUR IIKALTH PERHAPS. AND DOV'T
$0.
NEED MUCH MEDICINE, BUT WHAT YOU DO USE SHOULD BE
A girl, giving her name ns Gladys
j
THE I',i:ST OE ITS KIND.
Leslie), appeared fore his honor. Judge
"BEST" IS OUR HOBBY, BEST ASSORTMENT, BEST GOODS
Crawford, and swore out a warrant for
BEST SERVICE, BEST PRICES.
the arrest of Nestor Chaves, charging
him with committing an assault upon
$9
her In the old town last night, filndvs 512 Refrigerators
B. H. BRIGGS & CO.
exhibited a hlick rye ns evidence that $8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves. .. .$6.75
he had been engaged In some sort of $8 China Tea Sets
;$6
PROPRIETORS ALVARADO PHARMACY
a riminus. 1 no case will be hoard to
10c China Salad Bowls
25c 5 FIRST ST. AND GOLD AVE.
BOTH TELEPHONES
morrow morning.
Decorated Havltand China, at 20,
Dan Brown, of the "Red Light" dis
trict, and one of the most frequent vis per cent discount.
itors to the court, was arrested again 75c Glass Berry Sets
25c
ast night. Brown grabbed a big forty- 35c Glass Water Pitchers
, .20c
four revolver out of the hands of the
$1.25
night bartender at. Totl Sr. Oradi's sa $1.75 Decorated Lamps
$3.25
loon, and In turn was nabbed by the $4.50 Decorated Lamps
Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish
officer on the North Third street beat. $1 Steam Cereal Cookers
65c
The colored man's only excuse was 50c Steam Egg Poachers
40c
that he was drunk at the time, but
We give on our laundry work? Try it and see how durable it la
$10.50
this was a poor excuse in the estima $12.50 Buggy Harness
Notice how long it keeps it finish. We turn out linen, white as snow
tion of flip fnnrt whlfih fineil Thrown
and free from all specks or wrinkles.
i
mo
James O'Prlen, a husky individual
who dropped into the city several
days ago, presumably for the fair, was
arrested last evening while attempt
" KKI) WAOOXS"
ing to- - dispose of several fake rings.
He was run In for peddling without a
.yeuwntrHthv.r.i-rOTns- s
license nnd received fifteen days in FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
him
will
county
Jail,
which
tide
the
over fair week, but he will miss the
fair.
090
THE PEOPLE TRADE WITH
COMPANY G, N. M. N. G.
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The American Can company is manufacturing cans
at the rate of lOO.ouo.'oou a month, or 1,2u(I.miii,(hi0 a year.
This is an increase in ten years of 5iHI,ihmi.imiii cau,s in the
annual output.
This is a wonderful record when it is remembered
ihat previous to lS.Ml comparatively few tsuis were manufactured in this country. The civil war gave impetus to
the canning industry, hut even then with the great armies in the field it was not believed t hut much food could
be trusted to tin cans. In the decade after the war, however, experiments were made In every direct ion, and
meats, fruits, vegetables, dsn and oilier American prod
nets went in cans to the remotest parts of the earth.
i
In the beginning of the Sp
ican war, in
I'hoenix, Arizona, is excited over a propose colonS f t S . there were 2, Odd canneries
in
States,
the
I'nited
isation scheme. Certain men of wealth propose to purwhich put up annual. y $72,uod,oou worth of canned goods.
chase thirty acre plats of land in the Phoenix valley, anil Most of the canned g.iods were consumed
lit
at home,
to equip these plats for habitation and crop raising. The ihe year before the war wo s. nt abroad canned
to
fruits
estimated cost for each plat will be $3. one; Kor the occu- the value of $1.34ii,SI
and canned meats to ihe value of
pancy and use of such a plat the occupant must pay $150 $2,IHI0.(MI0.
per year, or 5 per cent on the investment, the remainder
Since isr2 we have been manufacturing our own tin
of the farm production going to the occupant. As the Ari- plate. The production of tin
and torne .plates increased
zona Republican says: "With an assured water supply from 42.119.IMiO
pounds in 1SH2 to 801. 411.000 pounds in
In this wonderful climate, it is believed the man who
1801.
This home manufacture of tin plates gave great
could not make a good living off of thirty acres, after impetus to the
manufacture of cans, the bulk of the Ampaying an annual rental or interest of $130, must indeed
plate
product going to the can manufacturerican
tin
be a poor farmer." To The Citizen this seems the best ers.
so far proposed plan to enable men with practical agriIngenuity and netlvity in can making ran parallel
cultural knowledge but without means, to acquire In a with the invention
of new machinery and new processes
few yaars the wherewithal to purchase a place of their
own. It Is much to le desired that the same or a similar for the preparation of products for canning. Under the
plan may present itself favorbly to capitalists in this part ne wprocesses nearly every food used by families was put
of the country, and that several such farms shall be in into cans and became an article of merchandise. This
led to specialized industries suited to the handling of prooperation in the Albuquerque valley.
ducts grown in particular neighborhoods and to the excrops and fruits suited to canning.
An exchange, sneaking of the contention as to cer- ploiting of
example,
For
about 3,000 fishing vessels and 25,Ooe
tain offices in this county, refers to the "incendiary talk fishermen,
2,000
oysterboats with 20,000 men, are
and
whichias been heard in Albuquerque of defying the mandates of the court, should such be against them, and of employed on the Atlantic coast by canning establishments, and the salmon canneries of the Pacific coast
holding their offices nevertheless."
The exchange ro
one of our great industries.
constitute
ferred to must have wireless connection with Albuqulr
The tin can has not only contributed to the comfort
que, since such Incendiary talk Is not known of here.
convenience of the housekeeper at home and abroad,
The same exchange says that "these men and their attor- and
neys, as well as their adherents, may be sure that the but it has led to a revelation In the growing of vegetables,
great plantations being devoted to the growing of peas,
decrees of the courts will be carried into effect. The govetc., to be canned green.
ernor's action was taken ina strict accordance with law beans,
The tin can has much to answer for, hut it has aland the law will be supreme." There can be no doubt most
eliminated the seasons from the consideration of
on the part of any sane man that the decrees of the highthe cook and has made it possible to serve the most sucNEEDS REJUVENATING
est court accessible to this case will be carried into ef- culent
of vegetables and the most delicious of fruits in
fect, whether pro or con; but that "the governor's action
CAPTAIN
WILL MAKE
RUPPE
was taken in strict accordance with law," is the point on the ice fields of the north and the Desert of Sahara.
ONE LAST EFFORT TO FILL DEwhich the courts will pass judgment. Hence the dictum
PLETED RANKS.
of the exchange before the Judgment, to say the least of
'There is no apparent reason why
It, is rather previous, as they would say in Texas.
SOME STORIES WISE
Company G, the local organization of
the territorial militia, should not be
Country Life in America is authority for the stateAND SOME OTHERWISE
the best and most thrifty company In
ment that elk can easily be domesticated In New Engthe territory, yet it has only nine
land, and it advises that this be done since the elk can
men in its ranks." This is what Capfind sustenance, winter and summer, on the barren pastain Ituppe said this morning, when
discussing the request of the fair astures of abandoned farms. The same periodical thinks It Looked Easy to Him,
Little Nathan had been taken to his father's otliee, sociation to have the guard appear in
the industry of raising elk may be made profitable provided a market can be created for elk steak at about where, it appears, he was considerably impressed. After- the trades display parade. Captain
50 cents a pound retail. Would it not be better for those ward at home he made known his intentions concerning Ruppe is almost discouraged in his
efforts to keep the organization from
who might take up the elk'industry, with its uncertainty, the future.
dropping out of existence.
to come to New Mexico, where a five or ten acre tract
"When I get to be a man,'" he said, "I'm going to
Company G has the best equipped
of land near "town and under water would make-themoney
of
make
lots
like papa does."
a
armory and gymnasium in the terri
larger assured" income than any elk rang ou. ,.. ...
His parents gave him to understand that they ap- tory, and Its members find many con
do.
proved of his ambition, after which Nathan indulged for veniences in connection with their
some time in serious thought. At last he turned to his membership, but interest Is lacking.
Captain Ruppe ftad about thirty men
San Kraucico has an association for the improvement father, asking:
last fall. Seme were discharged for
and adornment of that city. It was Incorporated the 2Sth
"Papa, Is sitting in a chair that turns around all you dishonesty
and others left the terriof last March. Its first report, recently submitted, shows have to do to make money?" Chicago Record-Heraldtory, while some few retired when
present membership of 377, and that the association
their term of enlistment expired. So
has received substantial donations from public spirited The Isle of Man.
many have left the company, having
citiiens. The object of the association is to create highAn English island free from English law is an ano- dropped from the lanl.s for one reason
er ideals and to beget an Inspiration for making the city maly, yet such is the situation of the Isle of Man, which or another, that only nine members
remain to hold tne armory. Such a
more beautiful and attractive. There is large room and has a code of laws entirely its own.
gives Albuquerque a black
a vast field of usefulness for such an organization In AKvery woman, widow or spinster, in the Isle of Man. company
when the ol dtown supports a
lbuquerque. Under the educating influence tt such a whether she be owner, occupier or even lodger, enjoys eye,
eye, when the old town supports a
movement, Albuquehque could soon be madu the most the franchise for the Manx House of Keys elections. Kv- making
one last effort, however, to
'
beautiful city in the southwest.
ery widow enjoys half of her husband's personal estate marshal his company hack to some
and has a life Interest in the real estate, and she cannot thing like a full quoto of men, and he
Some of the best forests in New Mexico have been be deprived of that by will. On the other hand no mar- will he ai the armory tonight between
.in and s:;id o'clock for the purpose
despoiled, of recent years, by the ruthless lumber man. ried woman can legally own in her own right either
of receiving enlistments.
money or property In the Isle of Man. Philadelphia
This was and is the case on the western slopes of
Tele
mountains. The cutting of timber In mod- kM'Htlh
THE MAZE.
eration and of the matured and merchantable kind is
Men's Cardigan Jackets, 73c to $1.35
proper, but waste, carelessness and useless destruction Strange Place for Milk.
Men's Sweaters, uoc to
$2
one of the children sent to Woodstock last week by Boy's Sweaters
should be stopped, and that at once. The forests of New
,4uc
Men's
bo Fresh Air Society Witnessed the inilkliur nf u
Mexico are amongt its most valuable assets and should
Coarse Wool Socks, 2 pair..2."ic
.Men's Cashmere Soeks
25c
be handled carefully. New Mexican.
for the first time.
Men's
Dc
Course Cotton Soeks
He had fo. lowed th farm
(IT tl tVlu Ivor.
join
aim .11.o Men's light weight, nicely finished
inui
Colorado City is moving in the matter of parking her the milk fell into the pail the child asked:
3
socks, pair for
25e
streets, which means having a strip lying on each, side
is mat tne milk we drink?"
3 pairs ot Men's Canvas Gloves. .. .25c
The fanner said it was, and then the youngster
of the street, between the walk ways and the drive way,
Two pails of Men's Canvass Gaunt
well set in grass and planted with trees. This parking
let lilovt-25c
reduces dust and also the sprinkling area. However. Colyce assortment of Boys' Hats,
ai nomt-- we keep the milk In a refrigerator. Do A from
25c to
$1
lorado Springs owns her own water supply and conse- you keep your's in that thing?" pointing to the cow.
Hoys'
black and white stripe
quently the rates to consumers are so reasonable that Baltimore Sun.
Shirts
25c
trees and grass can be afforded by everyone.
President Suspenders
lac
Realism Runs Rampant.
Men's
Silk web Arm Bauds
10c
The bible has this to say, In the hook of Dopterin-omy- ,
'"My Ownest Own Loey lXivey," wrote the road liar Men's Boston
Garters
25c
20lh chapter and lltth verse: "The tree of the field dened traveling man. 'your eyes are as 1,1,,., u i,,.t.. Fish bland of Yellow Slickers. .. $2. h5
is man's life." That old book, the Bible, continue,, year cream, your hair is as yellow us the napkins, your
Boys' fall btyle Caps, 15c and
25c
teeth
after year to astonish mankind, as the race annually ad- as wnne as tne nutter, lour lips and cheeks are as T- Men's inn htyle Caps
25e
Men's
shop Caps, 5e to
vances in Its knowledge of nature and its processes.
25c
eas the face of the angry hotel clerk when vo,. i,u,
.l.. Bed Coiniorters,
l5c to
$4
him the second time in one day fur stationery.
Your
lied
Blankets, 00c to
$12
Secretary Shaw recently announced that since July rorm js as wniowy and lissome as my
B"d Sheets, 5dc to
collars
on thel
9uc
1, receipts fro mcustums are nearly $ij,imo,imhi greater arrival from a jay laundry, and your voice
Pillow Slips, 15c and
is as low an
20c
than for the same time last year; and also there has been soft as the inaudible knock of the mirier t
1 yard
wide Floor Oilcloth
45c
ah.,
2 yard wide
In the same time an increase of ll.riiiii.iMni in internal you have warned him to be sure not to let you
$1.25
Linoleum
miss your
revenue receipts as compared with this time last year.
Tacks,
In
lb
per
15c
hulk,
train.
Haltimoie American.
We cany
of the best assort
be
ments of whips to
found In
Hanks and larger speculative Interests, according to Cirls Rattle Inventor.
range from 10c to $1
town;
.. ..
Henry Clews, are now lined up on the bear side of the
.iin.iii I.iiu !...
uin nut...ii. I.MI......
ieern id nis credit. He Was Ready mixed Paint, per gallon.. $1.40
stock market, and large liquidations of loans and of to lecture on electricity before a girls'
seminary and was A tine lot if paiut brushes, 5c to $1.50
stocks must follow the hardening of the money market ;o ne assisted py a mend named Adams
aoc
wide Floor Oil Cloth
to work the an
at home and abroed.
annus. He was so dazed when be arose that he simply
45c
wide Floor Oil Cloth
Sue
uin.
i.anies, Mr, Adams will now address you on Fish Glue, per lb
The Dank of England has raised its discount rate, tin electricity-an70e
I will demonstrate what he has to say Alarm Clocks
V
,
first advance biuce 1103.
THE MAZE.
w:iu me aparatus.
Lou Angeles Express.
Wm. Kleke, Proprietor.
inish-Aine-
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YOU ARE OUT

j

Special Prices
On the Following

-

-

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

Imperial Laundry Co.

o. w.

oooo9oeoooooooooocoeoo

mXRONO BLOCK

-

........

l'i-yar-

--

d

THE

UNDERTAKERS
SUPERINT
FAIRVIEW

AND

0

NDENT8
SANTA

PAWN

BROKER becmuau
ha Im

Both

North

1

THE MAN YOU CAN TRUST

NEXT TO ST. ELMO

mmm

THE DUKE CITY
Tea and Coffee Co.
West Gold Ave..
Will open for business tomorrow, with Just what the
housekeepers of Albuquerque
have been a long time in
need of a store making a
of high grade
specialty
TEAS, COFFEES,
EXTRACTS, SPICES
AND BAKING POWDER
Butter and Eggs.
A large stock of premiums.
Old 'Phone, 98.
118

Pleasure is yours when you have one
of our higp grade
VEHICLES AND HARNESS.
PRICES LOWER THAN EVER,

J.

y

Cor.

First Street and Tijeras

Shippin'

FREIGHTS

there alu't
Ey

us

PAINTING

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

Road

U
CO.

o. o.

'FURNITURE
CROCKERY
ANO

TV-- ;

MONOBATi

...

TRAD! MARK

again.

RE-

HORSESHOEING
CARRIAGE

OOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)

You have

AND

Harness, Spring Wagons Built to
Order.

Eyesight Specialist.
President of New Mexico Board of
Optometry.
First established optician In New
3
Mexico.
hisses fitted for poor sight,
headache and nervous strain.
Otlico Room 9, Whiting block. Appointments
made at Vann's drug
store.

call

TRIMMING

PAIRING

5

Drayin'

KORBER & CO

CARRIAGE

cocooocoooooo
ococooooooooooo

Movin'

2

Large New Stock Just In. Everybody
Welcome to look through our large
three floor repository.

'Phones.
Second Street.

S. T. VANN,

estab-tablishme- nt

oooooooooo oootoooooioto f
AVENUE

MONUMENTS.

201-21-

ELD

Bargains in unredeemed diamonds. The largest pawnbroker's
in the southwest.
118 RAILROAD

BAR-

BARA CEMETERIES

i

.

R0SEN6F

m

'0

V

'..K,,tii''"

v.

'

iSjin
Will

-"

TV- "-

3

Iron Beds, Stoves and Ranges, Art
Squares, etc.. Everything Needed
about the house. Agent for Char- ter Oak Steel Ranges.

tin

BORRADAILE

& CO.,
117 Gold Ave.

Not Lump up.

once, you'll
Prices right;

no gougln".

the Albuquerque Transfer Men

Mini

WHOLESALE

& Eakin

LIQUOR ANO CIGAR
DEALERS

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone
and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet & Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A
li. 0. Bohemian and Jo. Sehlitz Milwaukee Bottled Heers, and owners and
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE.
catalogue ace!
401 West
Railroad avenue. Bell distributors of the A lvarado Whiskey.IW Write lor our Illustrated
Salesroom 111 South First
Automatic Telephons
phone black '2G5 2. All home cooking. price list.
Albuqueruue New Mexico.
Fresh goods every day.

Str.

TUESDAY, SEPT.

12,

ALBUQUEHQUE EVENING CITIZEN.'

1905.

COUNTY HAS TWO

FIRST OF NEW

THE MARKETS

ENGINES ARRIVE

ITOCR

-

MONEY

-

1,150

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

WOOL

METAL

Converts Old
Borradaile Residence
Into Bastile

Especially

WILL HAUL

THE CELEBRATED

JAILS TO SUPPORT
Sheriff Armijo

For New
Mexico Division by Baldwin
Locomotive Works. .

Built

PAGE FIVE

St. Louis,
firm, $5.75.

Spelter.
Mo., Sept.

12.

Spelter,

New York Money Market.
New York, Sept. 12. Money on call,
steady, 2(Ti314 per cent; prime mer-

TONS

cantile paper,
silver, C2c.

45

per cent.

Itottled
SPECULATING

Bar

AS

10

OUTCOME

In Dond.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

"

In "(Ww Qvsllty Shoe fht
tmphssls comet on the
"Queen Quality" fits
the foot others do sometimes

Dlstilleis,
llernalillo county now has two ptnSt. Louis Wool.
Ixiuis, Mo., Sept. 12. Wool al institutions. Yesterday Sheriff
FRANKFORT, KY.
Armijo, acting upon the authormaiket steady; territory and western
ity given him by the board of county
mediums, 28(6 We; fine medium, 22
commissioners at its meeting on Sat-- I
2t!c; fine, 18 20c.
ME LIN I & EAKIN
urday last, converted the rear of the
Closing Stock Quotation.
old Borradaile residence in old town
Sole Agents.
New York, Sept. 12. Closing prices: across from the plaza Into a temporMm
Albuquerque,
Atchison, SO1; preferred, lU4i; New ary Jail. This new penal institution,
Pennsylvania, according to the notice published by
148;
Central,
York
Automatic Phone, 139.
Union the county commissioners, is the offic
143: Southern Pacific, C7;
Pacific, 132; preferred, 9t: Amalgam- ial county jail.
United States
ated Copper,
Sheriff Armijo has appointed Esqui-pulOOX)OOOCXXXXXXXXXDOOOOOO
Steel, 3(i78; preferred, 104 '8.
Romero to be jailer and Romero
O. DINSDALE
charge. It Is not known
has
taken
Live
Stock.
Chicago
how many prisoners the new bastile
Chicago, Sept. 12. Cattle Receipts, contains,
but it is said that there are
lo.doO; market weak: beeves, $3.75W
languishing
unfortunates
5.35; cows and heifers, $1.35(4.50; several
therein.
2.4U4.40;
feeders,
stockers
and
Poarding Horses a Specialty
jail, which the
This .second county .,,,
,
,,!. U, ra. xxxxxxoroooooooocx)coocx
"""lu
Sheep Receipts. 30.OO0; market 10c,
court ren- until ...
the .....
imi. T U" main
,,,.. in existence
Tuvu"-vU- ,
o.irr,,, iifiter..
.,,lul
5.
M. DRAGOIE
squabble. There Is still considerable
speculation as to the outcome in the
Provisions.
Dealers In
Chic ago, Sept. 12. Closing prices: matter and the opinions expressed on
MERCHANDISE,
GENERAL
Wheat September, $2c; Iecem- both sides are many and varied,
Cigars and Tobacco, and
Sheriff Armijo has about completed Groceries,
ber, 83V&C
all kinds, of Fresh Meat.
December, the summoning of the jury venires for
Corn September, 53c;
the term of the district court which 300 North Proadwav. Corner nf Wash13 7s C
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERl'E.N. M.
Oats September, 2fic; December, opens on Monday next.
-

The first of ihe new engine? nuilt
especially for tlie New Mexico divis-ioof the Santa Fe by the Baldwin
Locomotive Works arrived In AlbuThe engine
querque tills morning.
was In charge of Engineer Ulevlns, of
Las Vecax. The train that the engine
hauled to this city weighed exactly
l,13(i tons, tlie weight the new engines
are guaranteed to haul.
Engine 1'ioi is the first one of twenclass that
ty of the slxtecn-hundrehave I'cen purchased by the Santa Fe
for use between thin city and Las Vegas. Tlie engines weigh 140 tons and,
are fitted with all the latest Improved
appliances known to engine construction.
More Passenger Engines.
Announcement has also been made
that the Santa Fe will add seven new
engines of the twelve hundred class,
used exclusively for passenger service
between this city and Las Vegas, to
those already on hand. These enare bit'lt
for speed and
gines
It Is one of this class that was
used to haul the Walter Scott special
from Albuquerque to Las Vegas.
The addition of these engines Is
said to be only a starter of the vast
improvements to other kinds of equipment the Santa Fe Is to make to Its
lines in New Mexico and Arizona.
n
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Some Special Styles

$3.50

J

X

Jg

HIGHLAND LIVERY
STABLE

...,

A.

Lk.

$300

j

YV

?

lii

c,irr

j

Pork September,
ber, $14.70.
Lard September,

$7.77.

TORRANCE COUNTY

Ribs

September,

$15.02;

October,
$S.55;

$S.fi2.

FRUIT EXHIBIT

Octo-$7.5-

October,

Home Restaurant

HUGE CHUNK OF COAL

HA-GA-

Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 12. Cattle-Rece- ipts,
23,000; market steady;
steers, $1G; southern steers, $2
(T13.75; southern cows, $1.G52.65; na-- ,
tive cows and heifeis, $1.('.()(54; stockAlfred L. Grlmshaw, the traveling ers and feeders. $4(fio; bulls, $23.25;
freight and passenger agent of the calves, $35JH.50; western steers, $3.25
Santa Fe Central railway. Is in the 4.75: western cows, $1.75(53.25.
city from Santa Fe, posting Mils adSheep Receipts, 6,00(1; market, was
vertising the first annual Torrance weak to 10c lower; muttons, $3.25
county fair, which opened at Estancia 5.30; lambs, $5.75?i 7.10; range wethyesterday.
ers. $3. 50 Ti 5.25"; fed ewe, $3.50
Mr. Orinu-hastates that the Santa 4.fio.
Fe Central will run special excursion
trains from Santa Fe to Lstancia and NORTHbRN new
return, on September 13, 14 and 15,
leaving Santa Fe each day at 8 o'clock
MEXICO FA1IJ
a. m., and making connection with the
2
No.
station,
northbound
at Kennedy
Santa Fe Trail Reproduction.
thus affording an opportunity for the
A leature of the northern New MexAlbuquerque people to also attend.
The fain leaves Estancia, on the ico fair will be the reproduction Of
return trip, each day, at 6 p. m., jind stirring scenes along the old Santa
will make connection with the No. 7 Fe trail. The most notable spectacle
In that connection will be an attack
southbound, at Kennedy.
The fare from Kennedy to Estancia upon a Santa Fe stage coach near
and return is $1, and from Santa Fe Wagon Mound. The coach, occupied
by Judge Stephen B. Booth, will be
to Estancia and return, $1.50.
The Citizen hopes that a number of attacked by 100 San Juan Indians,
Albuquerque people will avail them- who will be here during the fair, and
selves of the present opportunity to the reseu; era will be composed of
visit Estancia, and to participate with United States troops, New Mexico
tlio citizens there towa:d making the mounted rangers and New Mexico nafirst annual Torrance county fair a tional suard, all mounted. The scene
will represent one which actually took
howling success.
The fair, as stated above, opened on place on the trail. JIIss Grace Kohn,
young Las Vegas lady,
Monday, September 11, and will be a charming
held during the entire week, ending will occupy the stage seat with Judge
Booth.
Saturday night with a big dance.
Mr. Grlmshaw also stated that the
Base Ball Tournament.
entire fruit exhibit at Estancia, which '
The Northern New Mexico Fair aswill be something grand, will be boxed
up on the Sunday following the fair, sociation has decided, to offer cash
ball tourand shipped to the New Mexico ter- prizes of $850 for the ba-s-l
nament. The first prize-wilbe $500,
ritorial fair at Albuquerque.
the second $250 and the third $100.
It is certain that teams from AlbuDARBY A DAY BUYS
querque, Santa Fe and Las Vegas will
FORD TOURING CAR enter, and Trinidad, Clifton, Doming
and El Paso have the matter under
consideration.
Entries must be made
WELL KNOWN INSURANCE AG- before September 18.
ENT FALLS IN LINE WITH THE
WATER FROM ROTTEN MAIN
TIMES AND BECOMES OWNER
Mounted Police Feature.
OF HANDSOME MACHINE.
by
the
INUNDATES COAL AVENUE
The latest attraction secured
Northern New Mexico Fair associaDarby A. Day, New Mexico agent tion Is the New Mexico mounted pofor the Mutual Life Insurance compa- lice. This fine body of men will be endA rotten water main is causing no
of havoc in the neighborhood of
ny of New York, yesterday purchased mobilized in the floral parade and will
Fourth street and Coal avenue
a handsome Ford touring car, manu- participate in various features of the South
today. It burst early this morning and
factured by the Ford Motor Carriage fair.
the water coming from the rent, in
Manufacturing company, of Detroit,
The city has secured six conven- seeking its level, has flooded Coal aveMich.
are
They
the nue to Third street, and
tions for fair week.
the
The machine is a very handsome grand lodge of the Knights of Pythias, yard of Edward Iavelle, inundated
at the corner
one and cost something like $2,300. the grand lodge of Odd FellowB, the of Third street. Mr. Lavelle
has more
It has yellow running gear with a meeting of the officers of the national water in his back yard than he had
precanopy
Baptist
associabody
black
and a tan
and
guard, the Santa Fe
last April, when an acequla oversents a striking appearance on the tion, the annual convention and tour- flowed and drowned all of his chickpower
twenty-horsHtreet.
It is of
nament of the New Mexico firemen, ens. Small boys of the neighborhood
and capable of making thirty miles an the good roads convention.
have their trousers rolled up to the
average.
hour on an
Assurances have been received that knees and are having much more fun
his
place
Mr. Day will very likely
the best horses and the best base ball than Mr. Lavelle, who is in the same
machine in the automobile exhibit at teams in the southwest will be here predlcajiient.
part
in
the territorial fair and take
and many horses from Colorado, Kanthe big trades parade. The automo- sas and California will attend the
FIREMEN, ATTENTION
bile division in the parade will be one race meet.
A bureau has been established In
of its chief features, as already a large
Captain B. Ruppe, president of the
number of local and out of town ma- the city, and canvassing is going
on to make sure that sufficient aecom-- . New Mexico Volunteer Firemen's aschines have been entered.
Among the machines that will prob- modation will be available for the big sociation, said this morning that he
ably be entered are the following: M. crowds that are expected to attend. would give free the use of the armory,
Wlnton touring car; The bureau will havp an office at the with baths, to any running team which
W. Flournoy's
Fred Nichols" Oldsmobile runabout; depot and upon arriving every guest would go Into training for the purpose
f entering the annual feats of the asDarby may atonce be directed to comfortDr. Osuna's Stevens-Duryea- ;
The prices for board sociation, which will be held at Ias
A. Day's Ford touring car; Governor able quarters.
Otero's Ford touring car, and Secre- and lodgings will not be raised above Vegas during the Northern New Mexico fair. This liberal offer should be
tary J. W. Ray nobis' runabout, of San- the usual rates.
some Inducement for the firemen who
ta Fe. In addition R. L. Dodson, manVegas
have any idea of going to
POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
ager of the Albuquerque Cycle and
for the tournament. The armory gymArms company, who is agent in New
A contemporary remarks that Presi- nasium would make excellent trainMexico for several leading automobile
what he ing quarters.
Roosevelt "practices
firms, will probably have several ma- dent
preaches." It is due the president to
chines in the parade.
say that 'he practices a great deal
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
more than he preaches. Kansas City
MISS BARBARA COTTON
Tiiuts.
York's W ANTLl) Three furnished or unfurNew
Statistics show
MANY VOTES AHEAD i.iiili rate is s."a'tilythatincreasing. And
nished rooms by couple; no' children; must be modern. 410 South
now it i in ord r for .some bulge- Fifth street.
r. show that this is
C.AI I IIP r.AMniOATE FOR OUEEN l'ro.v- -i theorist
Apply at
.cook.
scueiiii- ni ponitcai coiou- - WANTEI-WnmOF THE FAIR SEEMS TO HAVE
this ott'u e at 10 o'clock tomorrow
i.at ieii. New York Teltg.ant.
PLENTY OF ADMIRERS.
niug.
mo:
The rejoicing over the safety of all
The las; count of the ba'luts for but one of the Kiala polar expedition
queen of the fair, which was made rathtr meilids one of the satisiact ion
after a vain attempt
last night, shows that Miss Barbara of the preacher
Don't waste monry and
his
Cotton ,of Gallup, is many votes in the to take up a collection at getting
Journal.
back.
hat
Courier
Louisville
very
popular
lead. This young lady is
don't take chances in buyitic?
in this city and her home, and the
Vorhes
James
is confined
Bt-f- t
go
prove
this.
to
votes cast for her
liome !y a severe attack of typhoid promiscuously. Schilling's
The result of the voting up to date fever.
are entirely safe; at your ro- is as fo.lows:
2f8
Miss Barbara Cotton, Gallup
A social and musical will be giv " '
IKS
cer's ijyour money oes further.
Miss Lillian Spitz
101 by the Woman's Guild of St. John's
Miss Mildred Fox
o
Kpiscopul church in the Guild hall on
ir,i
Vegas
Miss Jessie llfeld. Las
See the window display of the Iiio
evening. September II, at
8 Thursday
Miss Ada Cainpfl.1,1
S o'clock.
e
Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
Ice cream and cake wi.l
Mrs. Mabel Stevens-llilllOserved. All cordially invited. Adniis-- I store, then ak for those t'l.W walk,;;"
Mrs. Solomon Luna
ing skirts.
sion - cents.

WILL BE BROUGHT TO THE TER
RITORIAL FAIR ON THE COMING
SUNDAY.

Satisfying Shoes

American cooking; also all MexiWILL ARRIVE TOMGHT
can dishes a specialty. Short orders.
Meals served at all hours. Old Town,
FROM
HAULED OVERLAND
FIELDS TO ALGODONES, south of court house.
If the word " Satisfaction " can ever be applied to shoes,
FROM
AND
THAT
SHIPPED
NICK FRANCO.
POINT TO THIS CITY.
it is to " Queen Quality." " Queen Quality" Shoes give you
Tbe' territorial fair Is comin":
The huge chunk of coal from the
of all the virtues.
Satisfaction, and Satisfaction is the back-bon- e
You'll see who keeps things rolliu'
Hagan fields that will form the chief
then;
exhibit of the New Mexico Fuel & All haulln, sprinklin' will be done
Iron company at the territorial fair,
By the Albuquerque Transfer men
will arrive in Albuquerque some time
Piano Owners.
tonight. George M. Baccus, of the Ala transfusion of excellencies
each the better for the other, and you
We desire to announce that our Mr
buquerque T.ansler company, who
in
find
Quality."
Queen
all
them
It is the one shoe that has absolutely
has the contract for delivering the H. Jay Stone has returned from Cali
coal, returned from Hagan last night. fornia and will give prompt attention
satisfied over a million critical, discriminating women. It will satisfy you.
He went to the coal camp for the pur- to orders for piaon tuning. May we
pose of superintending the loading of have yours?
We ask the pleasure of demonstrating this.
LEAHN'ARD & LINDEMANN.
the coal, but when he arrived he found
that it had already been loaded. In
We have the sole right of sale.
M. ("lussaroff, the wholesale and redescribing the chunk of coal, Mr.
tail cigar manufacturer at 115 West
Uaceus said:
"it. is certainly an Immense piece of Railroad avenue, will open a branch
coal and will no doubt arouse a gieat store at in" South Second street, and
deal of Interest. The chunk is nine will have one of the largest stocks
of high grade cigars, smoking and
feet long, five feet higU' and forty-twSRC
Inches wide. The big chunk was chewing tobacco In New Mexico.
loaded onto my "Jumbo" wagon, the
largest wagon of its kind in the territory, preparatory to being hauled to
Algodones to be loaded on a Santa Fe
1 1
car and shipped to this city. Six teams
"
y
of mules, belonging to the Santa Fe
Central railway company, were required to haul the coal from Hagan to
Algodones.
"Upon the a: rival of the coal here
"
it will be taken off the car and deu
livered any place that the fair association desires. I have hoen told that
the association is thinking of putting
for a moment What would be the use
The saving of time meant comfort.
the chunk of coal on exhibition in the
of inviting you to our store if we did
ease.
The
meane
saving
The
of
labor
show window of a downtown store,
not have the right
saving of money mean economy. All
but owing to its being of such im1 1
iv
mense size, I hardly see how this is
these aavinge can beet be attained by
possible.
Installing
"In the event that they cannot find
a place for its display down town It
will be taken to Traction park. It Is
very necessary that It be indoors, for
if any rain should fall upon the coal
It would immediately
slack and
In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
one visit under such circumstances
crumble."
In durability they last longer. One-thir-d
better than
superior.
, M. ,'
....
would be enough. But we want you
This Is probably the largest solid
f
new
any other. You are most cordlaily invited to examine our
as a constant caller, so we make sure
chunk of coal ever mined in the world.
line.
o "ve
,:il(t2L3S
It weighs between 6,000 and ,000
.
pounds.
In
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PENINSULAR RANGE

Prices

Coverings
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Plain Figures $3Q and Up

Old stoves taken
THE McBRAIN

at a fair valuation.

FURNITURE

CO.,

205

Carpets and Rugs

Ave.
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you can find no fault
prices you cannot criticise.
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SEALSHIPT, WHY?

with

Albert Fabetj 305 Railroad Avenue

e

nn

Because all our

oys-

ters are shipped direct

Jrvs",""fiaiar,Z,

I

Why you should use no other oysters.
The oyster goes direct from the shell to the carrier.
The carrier comes direct to us, with no mixture of
SECOND
ice, water, or preservative.
THIRD They are delivered direct to you by our drivers, or at
our market, with all their natural flavor retained.
FOURTH You re always sa'e In buying oysters fromMis because
we handle "Sealshlpt" oysters oily. We wouldn't allow a tub shipped
oyster to come into our shore.
When you want oysters, cone to headquarters, to a store that
makes a specialty of them.
FOUR

SOUTHWESTERN

from the best beds on
coast,
the Atlantic
direct to us In American Oyster Carriers.
Under this patent
method, no Ice or
water comes in contact with the oysters,
and no chemical preservative Is ever used.
inner recepThe
tacles holding the oysters aie kept surrounded by Ice and
are sealed, making it
impossible for the oyster receptacle to be
opened until it reaches
us hence "Sealshlpt."

& CONSTRUCTION

ELECTRIC

CO.

Electrical
Pampiog

Plants
Of F.very Description
Agents (or the
Dynamos

Crocker-Wheel-

er

anil Motors

Store and Residence Wiring u Specialty. All Work
Fully Guaranteed.
Agents for the Celebrated
"GYROFANS"

See them in Kuropean
Hotel Kestuurunt

REASONS

FIRST

MEMBER

i

j

We t?ive Tickets tor the I'iitnn

(

onti

NATIONAL

l

216 S. SECOND ST.

ELECTRICAL

CONTRACTORS'ASSOCIATION

The Colorado Telephone

Company.

Koom 18, N. 1. Armiio Building.

.

Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss

F.dna Ciihson

Virginia Finch

Mail Orders Solicited.

'"

realize that you can get
Telephone Service today for
what you are paying for inferior
service.
Do

you

MODERN

i:!

Dr. O'to (J. Hcbher U ft on a business FRFSM EVErtY DAY AT MALOV'S
AND
FRUITS
VEGETABLES,
trip for Gallup. IMirlng his absence,
f
Dr. W. K. ltauer will be in charge of
WANTED.
his ofllce.
Large grain sacks, good price.
See the window display of the Iiio
Glole
Mills
at
will
the
call for them. E. W. Fee,
Grande Woolen
Have your floats built and sign work Wagon
store, then ask for those $3.50 wa k- done by Stacy A. Co., the only union 620 South Second street.
ing skirts.
sign yvriters in town. Quier's old
See the window display of the Hio
stand. Auto phone, 454; Colorado
Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
lKioks
Ilanlanner
for
Instruction
phone, 52.
store, then abk for those $3.00 wagand Hedebo embroidery at Mrs.
Free concert at the Casino tonight. ing skirts
Hel. n Hodey
Sue I Gibson

2H West Haiboad Ave.

Jl

OCOCOOOCXXXDOOOCXXX)COCXXXD4i

"AMBULANCE"

O. F. PL ATT,
The real cleaner and dyer. La- - O FOR MOVINQ THE SICK OR INfine X
dies' and gentlemen's
JURED.
clothes a specialty. Portieres, p
Prompt Service Day or Night.
lace curtains, etc. 509 Hen- drix avenue. Old 'phone, Red, (i
0. W. STRONG'S SONS,
296-2- .
0
Colo. Phone, 7C
Automatic. 147.
ococxxxooccocooooooooccc--

The only Long Distance Transmitters and Receivers; Wall or
Desk Sets; Long time contracts as
you wish; Lowest rates.

aLhuqujkhquk evening
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IN INDIAN

TERRITORY D0E9NT NEED TO DO
MILLIONS IN UNCLE SAM'S BANK

Pawhuska, Okla., Sept. 12. This Is
the capital of the Osane Indian reservation, which occupies the northeast
comer of Oklahoma. There Indians
are. per liend. the richest people In
the world. Not one of them need do
a stroke of work. And they don't.
They a.e the Indians of the picture
books, the fellows with the gaudy
blankets and feathers and such.
are l.!37 Osagos, or about
, There
4"0 families. The f'lll bloods number
841 ami the mixed bloods 1.006.
.3 72.427.80
in. cash.
They have
This amount and the present reservation were given by the government
that they live
In 1871 on condition
here and give up lands they occupied
in Kansas. This money Is kept In the
United States treasury and dravs 5
jier cent interest, which Is paid to the
Installments.
Indians in n'orteily
That means a distribution of over
lioii.oito every three months.
The reservation comprises 1.470,035
acres of land, well watered and timbered, and Including wide stretcnes ot
fertile prairie soil. It is underlaid by
what, many expeits believe, will prove
to be one of the largest oil tvnd gas
deposits ever discovered. Both these
wealth producers have already been
found under 70,000 acres of the land.
There are strong Indications of coal,
lead and zink, the development of
which is delayed by lack dt railroad
facilities.
Captain Frank Frantz, the Indian
agent bere. said: "On a low property
valuation the wealth of the Osages
is between $3).nin and $40,000 per
capita."
Every man. unman ami child shares
alike In the ownership of the property, and in the quarterly payments.
The head of the family draws for the
entire family. An elderly gentleman
named Kiwahbotha draws for thirteen.
He sees no bad luck In the number.
Many have families with from six to
ten members.
The quarterly payment from the
government, of Interest on the trust
fund, amounted to $41 to every Osage
from patriarch to papoose. Iast May
there was an extra payment of $179
per capita. This was a distribution
of the accumulated royalties for grazing; paid by the white renters, whleij
amounts to $150.ooo a year, and the
oil and gas royalties whirh reach the
same amount. Thirteen
times 179
equals $2,327, the size of the roll Mr,
Klwahhotba dragged down from the
pay window when the big payment
was made.
But this Is not all. The Qsases
have been urged to select homesteads
of 160 acres each, which will be owned
by them when the reservation Is finally
divided. Members of the tribe to the
number of 1,543 have made such selections. They have been encouraged
to 'have this land converted Into productive farms. Some who have shown
Interest and ability have been allowed
control of more than their homesteads.
They hire white men to work their
land on shares. Many of the Indians
derive from this source incomes of
$700 to $1,000 a year.
Their tribal government callb tor a
chief and a council of eight members.
The present chief is
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TOP PICTURE SHOWS OSAGE WAR DAXCtSRS TWO OSAGE INDIAN
BELLES, SISTERS.
The 'assistant chief. Bacon Rind. Is Pupils are given board, books, cloththe sage of the tribe.
ing and tuition fee. The expenses of
The tribe Is divided Into nearly a the schools and the cost of running
dozen bands, each In charge ot a su- the agepcy are taken from tlje general tribal funds. In addition to the
bordinate chief. The names
of these bands are: Big Hill, William regular branches the children are
Penn, Strike Ax, Saucy Chief, Clare-mor- taught farming, dairying, carpentry
Those who desire
Beaver and Black Dog. They and blackKiiiithing.
live in villages In various parts of the higher education are sent to Carlisle,
Haskell or other Indian schools.
reservation.
The biggest village Is located a mile; The Osages bave twice voted for therrom this town. In consists of about allotment of their property, the royalseventy-fivcottages of various sizes, tics to be held apart from the land
though mostly
high, tents and to be distributed as at present.
and tepees, scattered promiscuously It is probable that within a few years
such a division will be made with the
around a one hundred-acr- e
lot.
government,
however,
retaining
An agency boarding school and a charge of the property of the old ntto
contract school conducted by Catholics pie and such others of the tribe as are
are provided for the Indian children. not able to protect their own inter- cacn nas an attendance of about 150. ests,
e

one-stor-

y

IN GOOD CONDITION,

Max B. Fitch has returned to Socorro from a business trip to Denver. ' Mr. Fitch Is fast putting
the
Southwest Lead and Coal company's
p;operty near Engle, into first-clas- s
condition for business, and is very
confident that the results of the enterprise will be quite satisfactory to all
concerned.

$1,500

OF

PACIFIC

COAST CITIES

HOWEVER, GOVERNMENT ESTIMATES ARE MUCH BELOW THE
HOW FAR WEST CITIES SPEND PUBLIC MONEY.
LOCAL CLAIMS
on which the comparisons are based,
Ixis Angeles had 3,004 marriages In
that year, and 476 divorces.
For the same period Portland, Ore.,
hail 1,358 marriages and 186 divorces.
Seattle had 1,805 marriages and 518
divorces.
Tacoma had 868 marriages and 171
divorces.
Spokane had 1,064 marriages and
225 divorces.
Log Angeles Is found to expend annually $1,347,873, of which the largest
single Item is for municipal industries, $559,970.
Next comes public
highway, building and sanitation, costing $519,809.
There is an item of
$850 for recreation.
Portland, Ore., spends annually
of which municipal industries
takes $538,180, highways $742,035 and
public education $119,886.
Seattle spends annually $1,759,729,
their largest item being for building
highways, $19,930, and the next largest for municipal Industries, $109,093.
For public recreation Seattle spends

Washington, D. C, Sept. 12. Pacific coast cities are rapidly growing
according to the latent compilation of
the census office.
Possibly the Pacific coast cities will
The
take exception to the figures.
population estimates are based on
r
the rate of giowth during the
period from 18D0 to 190u.
Other reports from the west all indicate a rapid rate" of growth, and the
unofficial claims are far in excess of
these official estimates. Some authorities assert that the population of
many of the coast cities has actually
doubled In the past five years.
The city of Ixis Angeles, it is figured, is giowlug at the rate of 5.0U0
people a year. The official count of
1900 gave Los Angeles 102,479. This
estimate puts the population the following year at 107,12t"; In l'."2 at
111,773, in 1903 at 116,420, and this
year, in June, at 125,400.
When the 1900 census count was
made. Portland, Ore., had 90, 421 people. The government experts estimate
that the city's growth during the next
year raised the total to 93,169; that
the following year made it 95,912 and
that In 1903 the population was 98,t'i55.
Following the game rate of Increase
the government estimates the population of Po.tland, June 1, 1905, at
ten-yea-

$25,912.

Tacoma spends annually $402,304,
of which the largest Item is for public
highways and sanitation, $202,859, the

next largest for municipal Industries,
$144,136. There Is no public recrea
tion item.
Spokane spends annually $582,201,
which the largest part is for public
of
The population of Seattle is sup- Highways,
$290,811, and public educaposed to be increasing at the rate of tion,
libraries, etc., $10(1.415; munic3,7!3 people a year, and on that basis
ipal
take $118,207, and there
the federal expens estimate the 1905 Is anIndustries
item of $5,244 for public
population at 99,580.
Tacoma, when counted five years
bko by tne federal government, had
Unpleasant Effects.
ji.ih. iue unoineiai estimate of If youNoever
took De Witt's Little
Taeoma's present population is 55.43s.
Hlokaiie, which bad aii.sis In 1'J'iO, Early Risers for biliousness or constipation you know what pill pleasure Is.
is now estimated at 45,313.
Los Angeles has, according to tills These fatuous little pills cleanse the
liver and rid the system of all bile
volame, 2i7 miles of paved streets.
Portland, Ore., bus H4 miles of without producing unpleasant effects.
Sold by all druggists.
paved streets.
Seattle has 4tl.2 Ulilc; of paved
Quarter Size Collars
st reel.
Tacoma bus 21.7 mile: of paved now on sale at
streets.
SIMON STERN;
Spokane has 9.3 miles of paved
The Railroad Avenue Clothier,
fct:eets.
o
According to the returns of 1&03,
Subscribe for The Evenlnj Cltlsea.
104,-14-

Louis

Plttuburg-St- .

ed: rain.
At New. York
New
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$

60,000 ELECTRIC LIGHTS

WONDERFUL ILLUMINATION
EVERY NIGHT-4,0- 00

POUNDS RED FIRE

Five Mile Relay RacesCowboy,

Mexican and Indian Riders

Motor Cycle Races
Mineral Exhibits
Montezuma Ball
Spanish Bailes Every Evening
U. S. Cavalry Drills
Fruit and Art Exhibits

I?ronco Busting

Horse Racing
Weird Indian Dances
Trotting Ostrich
Athletic Sports
Automobile Race and Parade

Confetti !Batties
Marching Bands

Free Street Entertainment

Ev-

ery Evening from 8 to 11 o'clock
Excursions from all points at
greatly reduced rates.
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these days, says the Socorro Chief
At Philadelphia-N- ew
tain. He says that sheep are held for
such high prices that it is difficult to
poned; rain.
buy any at all.
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CORPORATIONS
FILE THEIR PAPERS

The following articles of incorpora
tion have been filed in Uie office of
J. W. Raynulds, secretary of the
Laughlin Hydraulic Stone company.
The incorporators are John A. Laugh
lin, Charles M. Campbell, Owen N.
Marron and James B. Hudson, of At
buqueruue, and Chester Davenport, of
Trinidad, Colorado. The objects for
which this corporation was formed are
to secure, take, purchase, own, hold,
sell, lease, mortgage, or otherwise ac
quire or dispose of real estate; to
construct, build, establish and main
tain manufactories, workshops, ma
chinery, engines and plants, for the
purpose of manufacturing and dealing
in all kinds of artificial stone; to do
a general bonding and merchandise
business. The capital stock is $30
oho. divided lnt0 :0
shares of $100
each. The term of existence is fifty
years and the principal place of bust
wl'h John A.
ihss is
l.aughlin named as agent. The number of directors shall be fivo and
tius( who will manage the business
of the
,,,anv for the f.rst three
months ir. the i'.i oi per iters,
s ExclMiigc.
T. U. Ruby,

The.

incor-- .

of Apache,
Unison hud Joseph I..
Taylor, of lliice. New Mexico. The objects for w'.kn tills c n l'fi'i.v 'was incorporated are to prospect and search
for nisr.f r.ils to locate and acquire
mine ,i, lands, mines and mining
claims, oil and petroleum lands; to
mine and extract ore from said mines
and moii'ig riaii.is and to ilpise of
said mines, mining claim, oil and petroleum lands, gnil the products therea fucral bm ding, real esof; tc
The
tate at:d n erclmndisc l.ilsiii'-sscap1'-!- .
S'TOtifiO, divided into
:cd:,
s i,-The term
i at $'. er.eli.
of existence is 50 years and the prinl
cipal l ice of business is Oro Grande. Oti to county. New Mexico, with
Kit Carson named as aent. The
f di'Ticrs fivll be threo
number
an I :b isi; who will manage the business of the company for the first
three months are the Incorporators.
pi--

lis

Arir.na;

Kit

:

from
Shortest and quickest tin
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springe, and all Colorado points.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
all line east and west. Time aa quick
and rates as low aa by other lines,

Hotoro Mother's
warn

Introduced

DINING
SLEEPERS,
CAR8, TOURI8T CARS, CHAIR
CARS.

PULLMAN

Friend!

0

e

"Scenic Line of the World"

trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.

On all through

was introduced, but now tangible evi
dence in the shape of countless mothers

At Columbus

Tie

RIO SYSTEM
GRANDE

Mother's

Columbus
Indianapolis
Second game

M

DENVER

ky&.?&

The older the prospective mother be
th more diilirult the ordeal through
which she must pass before she experiences the glory of the maternal state.
This wm true before

American Association.

wet grounds.

A,

&

Friend

post-

R

At Louisville

--

6

4

At St. Joseph
St. Joseph

Sioux City
Des Moines

tffcM.vW

14
RUE

Second game

NEW

D. K. B. SELLERS, Secretary

game postpon

York-Brookly- n

W. H. Lllea Is buying some stock

s

Grand Base Ball Tournament----

W. H. GREER, President

1

PICTURES NOW
AT PORTLAND FAIR.
Portland. Ore.. Sept. 12. The mu& Clark exseum of art at
position contains the most notable collection of pictures ever brought tc
gether in the west. Upon the walls
are hung paintings representing
a
value of more than $1,000,000, though
some of them are of such priceless
be
w;orth that mere figures cannot
used to appreciate them. Scores of
pictures by the obi masters, and the
best selections from the newer artists
of Europe and America are tbeie.
Tile pictures have been grouped In
such a manner as to aid the art connoisseur and the layman to study them
to advantage. The art exhibit is free
to all exposition visitors, and those
who miss seeing thlH collection of the
world's best paintings will wait many
years before another such opportunity
presents itself.

23, 1905

game postpon

ed: rain.
At Cincinnati

VERY HIGH PRICES

FAMOUS

21

SIX TEAMS TO PARTICIPATE
El Paso, Texas; Trinidad, Colo.; Las Vegas, N. M.; Clifton, Ariz.;
Deming, N. M.; Albuquerque, N. M.

National League.

At Pittburg

SHEEP HELD AT

PROPOSALS FOR BUILDING MA
TERIALS, ETC. U. S. Indian School,
Breen, Colorado, September 12, 1905.
PROPOSALS,
SEALED
endorsed
"PROPOSALS FOR BUILDING MA
TERIALS, ETC.," and addressed to
the undersigned at Breen, Colorado,
will be received at the Indian School
until two o'clock p. m., Monday, Oc
tober 2, 1905, for furnishing and deliv
ering at the school, as required dur
ing the fiscal year ending June thir
tieth, 191)6, about 396 yards excava
tion; 2050 cu. ft. stone; 23 stone Bills;
84,oik) brick; 94 sacks cement;
780
yards lathing and plaster; 330 yards
painting; about 40,000 ket lumber, 46
squares tin roofing; 45 windows
doors and frames; one lavatory, one
closet; one urinal, etc., all as per list
and specifications obtainable at the
school. Bidders will state specifically
In their bids the price of each article
to be offered in their contract.
All
articles so offered will be subject to
rigid Inspection. The right is reserved to reject any or all bids or any
part of any bid if deemed for the best
Interest of the service. Each bid must
be accompanied by a certified check
or draft upon some United States de
pository or solvent national bank,
made payable to the order ot the Com
missioner of Indian Affairs, for at
least 5 per cent of the amount of the
proposal, Raid check or draft to bo
forfeited to the United States In case
a bidder receiving a reward shall fall
to execute
promptly a satisfactory
eontarct in accordance with his bid;
otherwise to bp returned to the bid
Bids accompanied by cash in
der.
lieu of certified check will not be con
sidered. For further information apply to Wm. M. Peterson, Superintend
ent Breen, Colorado.

18, 19, 20, 21,

YESTERDAY'S BASE BALL.

At St. Loui-

Always Successful.
When Indigestion becomes chronic
it is dangerous. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
will cure indigestion, and all trouble
Got Off Cheap.
He may well think, he has got off resulting therefrom, thus preventing
cheap, who, after having contracted catarrh of the stomach. Dr. New
constipation or Indigestion is still able brough, of League, W. Va., says: "To
to perfectly restore his health. Noth- those suffering from indigestion or
ing will do this but Dr. King's New sour stomach I would say that there
Life Pills. A quick, pleasant and cer- is no better remedy than Kodol Dystain cure for headache, constipation, pepsia Cure. I have prescribed It for
etc., ijGc at ail druggists; guaranteed. a number of patients with good sue
cess." Kodol Dyspepsia Cure digests
"Dilp, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
what you eat and makes the stomach
oetter cook with safe gas.
sweet. Sold by all druggists.

SEPTEMBER

CARNIVAL OF WESTERN SPORTS

anea.- -

I

PUTTING LEAD MINE

MEXICO,

GRAND LIVE STOCK SHOW AND

Fort Bliss and Fort Bayard took one
each at the series played at the latter place on Saturday and Sunday.
The first game went to Bayarf by the
score of 12 to 9. and Bliss took" the
second by the score of 9 to fJ.

e,

e

NEW

ALBUQUERQUE,

The Clifton tram will stop .at El
Paso on Its way to the Albuquerque
fair. Manager Huckner of the Browns
has made arrangements with the Clifton s for two grimes, Saturday and Sun
day afternoons.
The games will be played at Wash
ington paik. The Cliftons Hre said to
be stronger than
ever before. El
Paso Herald.

Louisville-Toled-

GROWTH

ANNUAL TERRITORIAL

The perseverance with which the
Mcintosh Browns are practicing is
vary commendable and Is bound to
bring results. A dozen of them were
out on Sunday for two hours' hard
practice, and nine were out again yes-terday afternoon, and If the plans of
Manager Houston are carried out, an
hour's practice will be indulged in
every day till the fair tournament be-- l
gins on next Monday. If thl3 plan
is not carried out the Browns may
find themselves sadly wanting when
the time of test comes.
It is almost conceded that the Las
Vegas Blues will carry away the
Juicy end of the $1,50 offered for the
tournament. O lds are now being of-f- t
red In that direition, with no takers. Trinidad is not coming to the
tournament blind, and Clifton and El
Paso will no- be found easy nuts to
crack, ii
also known that the
Drilling ''yellow Kids" have gathered
together the best material in central
New Mexico, and that they are not go
ing Into the tournament blind. Six
teams will guarantee at least nine
games. This will give each team at
least four g:iines( and weakens the
possibility of the tournament being
won by a couple of fluke games. The
best team will get the money at the
fair this year.

The El Paso Browns were vietoilous
over Cananea in games played at the
Pass City Saturday and Sunday. The
scores were 8 to 3 and 7 to 3. Will- man pitched the first game for the
Browns and Khelntinrt the second.
Knight pitched both games for Can- -

o

RAPID

TUESDAY, SEPT.

RICHEST INDIANS IN
THE COUNTRY; MOSTLY CASH

TRIBE

citizen.

of advanced years who have used it
with entire success forces us to gladly
refute the integrity of this statement.
Old or young, the result is the same.
It is simply indispensable during the
parturient state, and absolutely invaluable at the crucial time.
For external massaoe, easy and
simple to pply. wonderful in its effect.
it surely is a living monument to the
truth of that old adage, " What's in
name t " We reply, "simply Mother's
Friend." Ji oo, at all druggists. Send
tor Dook, " Motherhood." It U free.

Bradftold Regulator Oo.,
ATAKTA. OA.
n

For Illustrated advertising
matter
or Information, address or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A... Denver, JColo.
A- - S. BARNEY, T. P. A.., Santa Fe, Newl Mex.

I

New Hotel and Rooming House.
Open September 11, at 821 South
Third street. Your patronage solicited. Special rate to regular boarders.
Mrs. R. Green, proprietor.

EL PASO and

LOW RATE

S0USItRN

EXCURSIONS

sBsvanHPi

TO LOUISVILLE, Ky DENVER, COLORADO
SPRINGS AND PUEBLO, Colo., CHICAGO ST.
LOUIS. MEMPHIS, KANSAS CITY, ANL, ALL
POINTS NORTH AND EAST . .

....

VIA

EI Paso Northeastern

and
Rock Island Systems

Two

LIBERAL

Dyspeptics

Fastest Schedules

If you are too fat it is because your food
turns to fat instead of muscle strength,
If you are too lean the fit producing' foods
that you eat are not properly d. tested and
assimilated.
Lean, thin, stringy people do not have
enouch Pepsin in the stomach, while fat
people have too much Pepein and aol
enough Pancreatine.

DOUBLE

LIMIT

Finest Equipment

DAILY SERVICE

Dining Cars all the Way

Short

For further information call

b

Kodol
Dyspepsia

RFTURN

imm

V. R. STILES,

G,

& S. System,

susawiJgJBIiawg

AE.

P.
El

oratress

Paso,

Line East

pg

an(j
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Tex

SYSTEM
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Cure

contains all the digestive juices that are
found in a healthy stomach, and In
exactly those proportions necessary to
enable the stomach and digestive organs
to digest and assimilate all foods that may
be eaten, Kodol is not cr.ly a perfect
d gestant, but it is a reconstructive, tissue building1 tonic as well. Kodol cures
Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour Stomach,
Heartburn, Palpitation of the Heart and
Constipation. You will like it.

Digests
IXHlU

trial, w

K

told
ceM

Grnefal Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

A. H. HEYN, Mgr.

Third and Marquette

What You Eat
WE FILL

Rests the stomach, rebuilds the
tissues and gives firm flesh.
IVoU

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

s7

tl..

For uale by

a.' I

TA,xmrf of

druggists.

I

O

O

PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

NEXT TO

BANK,

OF COMMERCE

sM

At Consistent Prices

203 W. Railroad Ave.

TUESDAY, 8EPT.
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trets. This happened again and again
while I was visiting a prosperous

BRILLIANT QUARTET OF PARIS GIRLS

family, able to keep four servants.
"This was how prosperous they
were: In front of their home, in the
suburbs of Ixndon, there was a large
grass plot. You can imagine from
that what the home cost. Well, let
me tell you alout this grass plot and
the leaves that fell from the trees on
it In the fall.
"One day a man camo along and
If
asked the hostess if he could have
her leaves. She walked down to tlie
gate and bargained with him awhile.
H
fThen she came bark and sat down on
JJ
the veranda, and presently the man
began to rake up the leaves.
"When he had quite finished, the
b
maid went out to him with a silver
waiter. He Maid the money for the
leavs on this silver waiter, and the
maid brought it in to her mistress.
i
"Now in Boston, you know, we have
i
to pay a man to rake up the dead
MLLE. MARTHE CIIENAL.
MLLE. BERGE.
leaves and cart them off. We have to
a
Next Reason's star Ht the Paris
She received
fiist prize (or
pay him well. This is a fair sample
Continue, MUe. Chenal, Is noted edy at the conservatory. Twenty-onof the difference in the matter of
for her great personal power of fas- - years of age, she belongs to the
economy in the two nations." New
years or.uralist school of actresses and has at- She is twenty-onage and won the first prize in her tained gieat fame In this field of his' York Sun.
class at the conservatory.
trionic emotion. Next season she will
be tlie star at the state Odeon theater. BOY KICKS UP GOLD
com-Opere

e

INSTEAD OF DUST

Mi :f

:!v
tv

MLLE.

VV
'

Vt- -

.
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e

Nor long ago, Pave Brlggs, a boy
living with his father near the thriving city of Grant's Pass, in the southern part of Oregon, was wandering
about the top of a mountain near his
home.
He saw a mass of splintery
rock, a formation something like a
piece of half rotten wood, that had
been struck sharply and split crosswise and up and down. Dave kicked
at the mass .which stuck up out of
the ground. A lot of slivers fell off
and rolled down the mossy side of the
stone. The boy picked one up, just
for cuilosity. It felt unusually heavy,
for a stone. It was heavy. It was

J

x

MARIE CAFFARET,
Awarded the first prize In the con
servatory piano class, little Marie
Caffaret, aged eleven, Is the marvel of
the French musical world. Despite
the smallness of her hands, her technique Is perfect. In rendeilng difficult
passages from Bach the older members of the class could In no way
equal her.

MANCINI.

Graduating this summer from the
conservatory with the first prize both
for singing and grand opera, Mile.
Manrini will be the next season's star
at tile Paris Grand Ope; a House. She
years of age,, of Italian
Is twenty-threorigin, has a. rich full voice of great
extent and sings with great depth of
feeling.

gold.

The boy filled his pockets with the
splintery gold and returned home. He
had discovered a valuable gold mine
the gold sticking right up out of
the top of the mountain.
The ore
was decomposed quartz, running hun-- '
dreds of dollars to the ton, and some
of It solid splinters of gold.
The
metal could be extracted from this
decomposed granite at a minimum
cost, because of its remarkable rotten
ness; the crushing process was sim-

,

HOW FORT MORGAN EARNED

ple.
In

the section assigned to Jose
phine county, Oregon, in tne Agricultural building of the Lewis and ClarK
Exposition, you will find a big plate
full of the splintery gold that was
kicked off the top of the mountain
hy young Dave Briggs.
The goM
'f,es not look bright; It has- - a dull
nort surface, due to the dust and
the
,1"R exposure
T'on ,of '"f
uui n la VMimi nunc man
an ounce, and any of ns would
like to have the plateful even if ii, does
come from rotten ore. This is per- haps the most extraordinary gold dis-uroovery ever made. The location of the
mine and the nature of the ore com- bine to make it unique. It Is not often
that slivers of pure gold stick out of
a mountain top for roving boys to
Kick on.
One may wonder a little because of
the statement that tills mining display
's Placed in the Agriculture building
for there is a space foity feet squat tr
wholly devoted to Josephine county
Bold and copper mines.
There is
nothing inappropriate about that, for
down in Josephine county many ,of
De farmers have gold mines on their
farms, and raise ordinary cereal crops
and fruits in summer time and mine
sold in the winter. Gold, therefore,
niay be Ba'd to be a agricultural
product in that part of the world,
Scores of farmers spend the' winter
months, when water is plentiful, sluic-l- f
In8 out tQe yellow dust from their
placer diggings or panning it in the
old fashioned manner. Iq this way
some of them earn a great deal more
than they make from their summer
crops.
Almost, any creeK
itottOTn
yields more or less gold, in dust and
nuggets, while there is a little of the
yellow gleam in the solid rock of Hie
mountains. at almost nnv ivnlnt

A DESIRED SUGAR FACTORY
It is the plan of the syndicate that of beets tills season, and pledge to
builds 'beet sugar factories over the plant 3.5U0 in the year lltnti, there
to first enlist the farmers In woul( be a factor' bl,ilt ln Fort Mor"
in llllie lO WOl K UD lOcailV tne
growing beets, and when tliose of any Kiln
next season's crop. The contracts for
given section have taken sufficient in- - the 3,500 acres would have to be sign- terest in the beet as a crop and the ej i,y September 1.
land has proved adapted to the cult-The farmers put in 2.000 acres last
to follow the successful crop with spring and expect to gather from 20
a factory. 1 lie farmers of Fort Moi- - to 25 tons 'to the acre. The yield is
gan had long been wedded to their al- - heavv .the nercentaEe of saccharine
lalfa. They had carried to a science will go hign and in every way the
the plan of growing the forage in the new cr0p has proved a big success and
summer anu ieeuiug u to lamDS in a n.ofltahle one. Thursday It ws
the winter, thereby making a double seen necessary to get the contracts
profit and finding employment
the signed for the 3.rfl0 acres to be
year round.
'planted next year. The mayor called
Last spring the sugar tiust induced on the business men to close their
a number of the farmers to put in stores and get busy. These started
beets, experiments having proved the out through the country with blank
soil to be particularly suited to the contracts and when thev came home
purpose. There was some reluctance at night .the full quota had been
to make the change. The alfalfa and signed and the merchants were pre- lambs were paying splendid profits, pared to present evidence of the com- and the beet was an unknown quan- - munity having, kept Its pa;t of the
tity; besides, the change involved agreement and call upon the factory
more labor and the employment of people to make' good their part and
more hands, which last might not be build the plant in time for next year's
ptocurable at the time needed. The crop. And because of this, the me-factory men made a proposition that trojiolis of the Platte Oasis is feeling
the farmers under the Morgan ditch, quite ambitious and looking forward
which is reinforced by the big Jackson to doubling Its population and things
reservoir, would put in l.oiiO acres like that. Denver Republican.
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BIG CONTRACT
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AGAINST

COMMISSIONERS

WILL MANUFACTURE BOXES FOR
HAGER-MASHIPPING
IMMENSE
APPLE ROP.

cor-stat- e

FULL LIST OF PLAINTIFFS DE- SKINS OF WILD ANIMALS.
FENDANTS MUST SHOW CAUSE
ON FRIDAY.
Becoming Very Scarce and Fast In- I
creasing in Value.
The following is a full list of the
The American Lumber company,
Skins of wild animals are daily
thfci
coming
Albuquerque's leading industry, yesagainst
the
more rare and valuable, says
board
in
suit
terday received a big order from H. of county commissioners, to enjoin the Shoe and Leather Reporter. The
spread of civilization is the exterm
J. Hagerman, of Roswell, New Mex- them from borrowing money:
ico's leading fruit raiser, for the manM. W. Flournoy, W. H. Gillenwater, ination of the monaichs of the plain
ufacture of a car load or more of boxes W. H. Greer, W. S. Strickler, H. B. and forest, the Jungle and the hills,
for the handling of the immense Hag- Weiller & company, A. Harsch, and their hides now ornament many
erman apple crop this season. The E. B. Harsch, The Monarch Orocei'y a museum, club house and drawing
Imxes are to be made at once and company, T. Y. Maynard, W. E. room.
The skin of the lion, the king of
shipped to Roswell.
Ritcher, John W. Coffin, Frank McKee,
Mr. Hagerman, wlio was in the city O. A. Matson &
company, G. S. beasts, is among the most valuable of
yesterday, placed the order with the Ramsey, Weiller & Benjamin, L. B the rare skins, It is kingly, even as
lumber company himself. He made Putney, W. T. McCreight, E. J. Post was tne animal himself, and reveals
his first visit to the mills and was & companv, F. E. Sturges, A. B. Mc- - lne reat strengm ana courage, or tne
more than astonished to find what a Millan, W." B. Childers, Daniel Mar- - niighty form that It once protected,
great institution the mills of the com- tinez, J. A. Weinman, M. Mandell, T1'e Bkin of the full grown lion is
pany in this city were. He was high Simon Stern, Blanchard Meat & Sup- - about three yards long and about one
a half yards wide. Its hair Is
in his praise of them.
nlv romimnv. John F. Pearce. W. I..
Mr. Hagerman reports that his ap- Trimble. J. Korber & company, Bache-ch- i neither bright nor pretty, but its great
shaggy mane crowns It like a rare
ple crop this season will exceed all
& Giomi and the Whitney com
jewel and makes It valuable.
previous records, the present year pany.
The sklng of the tiger Is much prethaving been one of the most successThe court made a rule on the deful in the history of fruit raising In fendants to show cause on Frlifay why tier than the skin of the lion, and
It, too, reveals the character of the
the Pecos valley.
the injunction should not be granted. beast which
it once protected.
Its
Mr. Childers' attention was called bearded cheek reveals
tiger's
the
Morning
Jourto
in
tbe statement
the
OFFICIAL MATTERS
ferocity
cunning,
its yellow
nal that the money had actually been and blackandstripes and and
belly
white
its
borrowed and carried to the credit of
of the stealthy nature of the great
Postmaster Appointed.
Armljo. He was asked what effect tell
Peter E. Lacey has been appointed this would have on the suit. He re- cat.The American Jaguar furnishes a
postmaster at Carrizozo, Lincoln coun- plied that he was glad of it; thnft the pretty
skin, despite its reddish white
ty.
"
belly, and its spots Instead of stripes
louif
The leopard, too, has a pietty pelt, its
Civil Service Examination.
said some amendments may be made
John K. Stauffer. secretary of ihe to the complaint so as to broaden its nir being light yellow wlih black
civil service board at Santa Fe, yes- - scope and raise federal questions, so spots. The skin of the black panther
is also much admired.
leniay, ai tne leueiiu i.u.iu.iik,
al,out an ap.
thor1
Bear skins are trophies in many a
,., ....ran ,.,j)p no (,oullt
,,.,
au examination for clerk in the inter-,..,)lr, f ,,,
civilized home. The black or the Car
nal revenue service, There was on.y I'nit.Ml Stntts
nadian bear is the most common. The
one applicant, A. J. Lootnis.
Polar bear supplies a beautiful, soft,
in Economizing. white tuny skin, but it is very
rare.
Meeting of Territorial Board of Equal- England's Superiority
"I think." said the woman who lives I he skin of the American g lzzly Is
ization.
The Territorial Hoard of Equaliza- in a studio, as she emptied the tea now also quite rare. Although deer
and moose are common game for
tion met yesterday morning at the leaves to save them for the scrub
capitol with the following members lady to clean the rug with, "that I am hunters, yet few have succeeded In
a very economical person. My living presering their pelt s, with the fur
present :
in this studio costs me verv little. I on, for any long period.
J. S. Duncan, of Las Vegas, presi'i lie American Mark wolf skin, with
dent; Vcnceslao Jaramillo, of El have my breakfast about 10 o'clock,
fi." white spots on iu snout and breast,
Rito. secretary;: J. A. Mahnney, of then I don't want any dinner until
"Hut you forget." interrupted the Is admired by some people. The SiIteming; J. F. HinUle. of Roswell; Alejandro Sandoval, of Albuquerque; other woman, "'how much your din- berian wolf furnishes a fine, soft fur
New skin. Among farmer
cost your friends.
No.
lads in this
Martin Lohman. of Los Cruces; Rob- ners
are not thrifty. They know country it is popular to catch foxes
ert P. Erveln. of Clayton, members. Yorkers
nothing of economy. They during the winter and tan their skins
The morning was devoted to the elec- next to
to learn from the Englistl, and tor rugs and for ornaments, but the
tion of officers. J. S. Duncan being re- need
I mean the middle-clasf,,x skin today
and wcl!-tnly any means as
elected president and Venccs an Jara- do English.
My dear, when I was in valuable e are the skins o! larger
millo, secretary.
The board was sti'l England my eves
were opened to tie.' and fiercer animals, though the fox
in session today.
thrilt of the English people.
is g. owing more and more scarce.
"Vnu talk of saving your tea leaves
A tout of skins of reindeers' fawns
Best for Children.
Mothers, be careful of the health of f ir the rua. Do von know w'liat they only a tew days old is said to l,e worth
your chililri n. Look out for couuhs, do with their old tea leaves there? thousands of iiullars. The skins match
colds, croup and whooping cough. Stop The cook dries them and then sells perfectly in color, and they are
them in tinn One Minute Cough 'them to some small grocr, who In don'. led a that the ciat is the same
Cure is the best remedy. Harmless nirn sells them to the pixir people inside as outside. This coat is as
ho are bis patrons.
light as an ordinary raincoat, but
Contains no opiated.
and pleasant.
iv. "It Is the same with the rnals. A warmer than heavy fur, and it is also
Sold by a druggists.
tomes around to the cook regu- w Utel proof.
A little life may be sacrificed to a larly, sifts the ashes, and pays-he- r
Hal Hood and in.lIc-Miosudden attack of croup if you don't for the half burned coals. The cook
are daily
have Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil on doen's tereive the pay, either. She cn mil's to fiood health.
Hurdock
hands it, if you rr.ease, to the mis- - Iilood Hitlers destroys them.
hand for the emergency.
i

One Cent

:

s
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Word for Each Insertion:
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WANTED

Mrs. K. L.

A good cook.

Washburn,

710

nue.
WANTE1

Engine. Owing to
our power plant we offer for
power,
sale one 8x12,
Buckeye automatic cutoff engine, for $260. Can be seen In
operation at our mill. It is an excellent machine. The John Becker
company, Belen, N. M.

FOR

East Railroad

FREE

CASINO

To Insure proptr ctamNlcatlofl adt for this caiman mast he a the offlc bflere
'cfeck
P. m. Adi phMed receive the same careful itteitioa that Is fives t sds broagkt U office.

WANTED.

SEVEN.

AMUSEMENTS

Evening Citizen Wants!
Pop

CASINO

SALES

e

ave-

Roomers and boarders.
West Silver avenue.
WANTED
At once, a competent girl
Apply i'2i
for general housework.
LOST.
Keleher avenue.
WANTED
First class girl for gen- LOST lady's hand bag, containing
eral housework. Apply 617 West
$30 In bills; liberal reward if reCopper.
Mrs. Robert Putney.
turned to this offl.ee.
WANTED Parties desiring to rent LOST Near Hell Canyon, one bay
rooms to fair visitors will please
mare, branded B on left hip; one
mall full particulars to Bureau of In.
brown maro with X on right hip.
formation, City. No canvassing will
Return to Menaul school and rebe done.
ceive
reward.
WANTED
First and second house LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN
A
girl. Inquire at this office.
mare, white face,
roan
strawberry
WANTED Second hand safe, in good
four white feet, mane clipped short,
condition. Address, P. O. Box 253.
long tall; $20 reward and no quesWANTED A molding man. wood
tions asked, If returned to J. W.
turner and sash and door man. SuMcQuade, 234 North Walter streeL
perior Planing Mill company,,
South First street.
WANTED Experienced dining room
girl; no other need apply. Columbus hotel.
WANTED rhree painters, highest
wages. C. A. Hudson.
DR. J. E. KRAFT.
W AN TED Intelligent
and reliable
Dental 8urgeon.
men to enter the' service of the
Rooms 15 and 16 Grant Mock, over
Washington Life Insurance com the Golden Rule Dry Ooods Company.
pany. Exceptional inducements of- Both phones. Appointments made by
fered. See or address J. H. O'Klelly, mall.
Albuquerque, N. M., general manaEdmund J. Alger, D. O. 8.
ger for New Mexico and Arizona.
No. 3U6 Katlroad avenue Office hours
second-nanWANTED
Gentlemen
:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to I
clothing. No. 615 South First street, p. m. Telephone 462. Appointments made
south 'of viaduct. Send address and by mail.
OFFICE
CLOSED UNTIL AUwill call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
OWNER NEEDS MONEY $300 will GUST 28.
buy $1,000 equity in a nine room
LAWYERS.
frame houso, in the Highlands, lot
100x142, east front; shade and fruit
Bernard S. Rodey.
trees, barn and chicken house. Best
Albuquerque.
street in town; incumbrance $3,000. M.ATTORN
M.
Prompt attention given to all
Address P. O. B. 114, city.
bufclness
pertaining to the profession.
Will practice In ai! courts of the terriWANTED.
tory and before the United Btates lard
ottice.
Fair week is coming. We want all
kinds of help positions paying good
Ira M. Bond.
salary.
ATTOKNEY-AT-UA32 V street, N.
Two waiters, 2 good cooks, 1 worn-a- n W., Washington, u. v. Pensions, lands,
for general housework, 2 chamber patents, copyrights, cavlata, letter patmaids, 3 men to take care of horses, ents, trade tnarKa, claims.
logmen, teamsters, swampers, laborR. W. D. Bryan.
ers, etc., for camp work; first-clas-s
Albuquerque,
blacksmith, bridgemen, bridge car. N.ATTORNEY
If. Ottice, First national Bank build-I- n
s
penters, bridge helpers, 1
planer, 1 good yard fnan for l"muer
man o take "are
camp. Flrs'-c'asE. W. Dobaon.
of stock in dry goods store; boy to
CromOffice
ATTORNEY
run errands and learn dry goods busi- well block, Albui Jerque. N. Si.
ness. Better positions on record now
than ever offered before.
John H. 8tlngle.
We are agents for Camp Birnle reATTORNEY-AT-LABuite 18, N. T.
sort. Call for Information.
ArraJJo building, Albuquerque. N. M.
EMPLOYTHE SOUTHWESTERN
MENT AGENCY
, ARCHITECTS.
Phone 195 Red Upstairs
110 South Second Street
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling-ford- ,
rooms
Harnett building.
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
417

ORCHESTRA CONCERT
EVERY EVENING FROM 8:00 TO 10:30

FREE

CASINO

CASINO
0

601-60- 9

GRAND RICNIC
Don't forget to attend the grand

0

picnic of the

annual

0
0

G. COLOMBO BENEVOLENT SOCIETY

AT BARELAS GROVE

Sunday. Sept

1

The Italian band will play, and there will be
dancing, beginning at 4 O'clock and continuing
All kinds of refreshments will be served
works from 8 to 9 p. m. Street cars will take
the picnic grounds.

0
0

7, '05
orchestra for
all day and night
at the grove. Fireyou within a block of
a fine

0

(IKT ACQUAINTED

T-LAW.

first-clas-

THE KNIGHTS

MIDNIGHT SUN

OF THE

a

WILL DANCE ALL NIGHT

;AT-LA-

Grand Garnival iWask Ball
ELKS HALLSATURDAY,

l

SEPT. 23,

ADMISSION $1.00

WOODMEN OUCIIESTKA

46-4-

Money to Loan
Pianos, Organs, Horses,

CONTRACTOR

on Furniture,

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as (10.00 and aa high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
One
private.
Time:
and strictly
month to one year given. Goods remain ln your possession. Onr rated
are reasonable. Call and see ns before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
FOR RENT
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
board. Mrs. Lizzie Westerfold, 511
South Broadway.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
Inquire
room, over postofllce.
No ladles need apply.
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
fiont rooms for gentlemen; also
three, rooms furnished for light
Mrs. Williams, 311
housekeeping.
West Silver avenue.
FOR RENT A suite of three rooms,
very desireable for party of young
men. 713 West Copper.
Brick house, 705 West
FOR RENT
Tlera8. Apply to Mrs. Coleman,
422 West Tijeras.
tn Park
FOft RENT Apartments
View terrace, eight rooms each;
throughouL
H.
modern equipment
H. Tilton, room 19, Grant block.
FOR RENT Two pleasant rooms for
with electric
light housekeeping,
ltg'ots. Inquire of Mrs. H. E. Ruth-errorcorner Broadway & Iron,
same block Congregational' church.
FOR RENT rrom one to Ave nicely
furnished rooms for light housethirty
keeping; also ranch of ten-ohouse, furacres, with four-roonished or unfurnished. Apply Mrs.
E. K. Norils, 524 John streeL
FOR RENT Most desirable rooms
in city, single or ensulte, with table
hoard. 713 West Copper.
FOR RENT Two large, store rooms,
centrally located. Inquire 312 West
Lead avenue.
FOR RENT Seven large furnished
rooms with bath upstairs, dining
room .kitchen, bedroom downstairs;
two story brick building two blocks
from Santa Fe shops; good hotel to
right parties;
Inquire 523 South
First street.

FORJ5A

m-i-

1

PAGE

j

Albuquerque,

acres;
mhouse. ulfalfa, orchard, all irMgable; will sell all or
part, ilox 4ii, city.
FOR SALE Household furniture. 410
South Edith ytruit.
FOR SAI.li lieating stove, gasoline
book case arm
stove, refrigerator,
sideboard. Inquire 7e'J West Gold
avenue.
FOR SALE Furnished t. nt, cheap, it'
sold soon. 312 West Silver avenue.
FOR SALE
Business opportunity In
guoil locality. Suitable for man and
wife. Inquire ut this ottice.

uua

KILL the COUCH
THE

LUNGS

j

WITH

Dr. King's

New Discovery
0NSIMP1I0N
OLGHSand
OLDS

N. M.

'

PHYSICIANS.
j

C. H. Conner, M. D., D. O.
Osteopathic pbysiclan and Burgeon.
President New Mexico Hoard of Osteosuccessfully
pathy.
All
diseases
treated. Offllce Darnett building
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
phones. Sundays by appointment.

Pries
GOc&ff.OO
Free Trial.

barest uud UuitKt-H- i Cure for nil
THKOAT and LUNO TBOUB- LE3, or KONE1 BACK.

Our pushing, aggressive, never sleep method of advertising.
An
electrio sign talks In the day time and "hollers" at night. A sign
of your own choice., We hang the sign and keep It clean and brilliant at our expense. You pay for the current used that's all. At
the expiration of the time agreed upon, we take the sign off your
hands. All sign lighting will be on flat rate baais. How's that for a
bargain?

Talk with the LIGHT MAN Fourth and Gold Ave.

Dr. J. E. Branson.
Homeopath 10 Physician.
Room

Whltlnt Block

17.

The HaoDv Housewife

VETERINARY.

Who takes pride ln her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows ber
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful, and her
cakes, plea and pastry dainty, delicate
and light.

Dr. Blott. M. R. C. V. S.
surgeon and dentist
Veterinary
Horses, cattle and dogs treated ny
the latest, un to date, approved, sci
entific methods. Office at Trimbles'
Old phone, 3; auto., 122.
stables.
CLAIRVOYANT.

Mrs. Alice Coburn Hayward, clairvoyant and business medium, 120
South Arno streeL Office hours: 10
to t daily. Evenings and Sundays by
appointment.

M. BERGER
114

--

FALL TERM.
Albuquerque Business College Opens
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman
ship. Shorthand, Typewriting, Eng'
lish, Spanish and Mechanical Draw
Ing.
DAY AND

ROSA FUTRELLE

EM

PRE8S."ss)

West Copper Avenue.
)

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

8ESSION.
For particulars call or address
G. 8. RAMSAY, Pres.
,
R. O. 8TOLL, Secretary.
Library building, East Railroad avenue.
EVENING

Wholesale Grocers

GIDEON,

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Teacher of Piano.
Commercial Club bulldln?, Albuquerque, after September 24.
ASSAYERS.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

COLLINS,
Engineers. United
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.
East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
CORBET

4.

Civil and Mining

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

L E.

tine plauo, reasonable;
FOR SALE
ikjiply at this office.
FOR SALE OR RENT Ranch of lfiO

CURE

Little Talk, But Big Facts

A. L. Morgan.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
AND nt'lI.DER Estimates cheerfully
furnished; Job work sollrtert. Automatic
r'none 1J4; snop u ivorin oecona street,

A

and

BUILDER.

&

COMING

September

18

Territorial Fair.

EVENTS

to

23

Twenty-fift-

September 3" "Homooa,"
L"U;s' opera house

at

the

Colonist Rates to the Northwest.
Commencing September 15 and dally thereafter until October 31, the Santa Fo will sell tickets to Billings,
Iluttc, Helena and Missoula nt rate of
j:s:i.!ri; Spokane and Waila Walla,
i:!R.4.'; Portland, Seattle and Tacoma,
$38.tt.r).
For particulars call on any
agent of the Santa Fe. H. S. LUTZ,
agent, Albuquerque, N. M.
TICKETS.
Cut Rates.
For reduced rates to and from all
points go to Paulsen's
Association
Railroad
Ticket
office.
Railroad
tickets bought, sold and exchanged.
RAILROAD

0

O0OeOO0O

O O
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PUMPING
IS A SUCCESS
Engine
Pump

IRRIGATION

BY

are ALL
and
When the
RIGHT, WE GUARANTEE our Outfit for 6 years. We are Headquarters
for Power Pumping Machinery. Send
(or Catalogue.

Ilendrie

The
1621-163-

9

&

Bolthoff

Seventeenth Street,

Mfg.

and Supply Co.

DENVER,

COLGRADO

o

GENERAL REPAIR SHOP.
I have opened a general repair s'hop
on South Third street, back of Walton's drug htore, and solicit the trade
L. II. SHORMAKLlt
of the city.
At cost until cleared out, a larto
of Hittterberg patterns, a few
pairs boys' bants, ladles' muslin draw
ers and shirt walnts. At Mrs. Wilson's, "4 West f!r!d avenue.
lino

Furniture
Bargains..

We are now open for business, with
a new and secondhand line of furniture, at 114 South Fourth street, In

the Gleckler building.
IRVAN

&

HAYGOOD.

5

0

f

PAGE

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL
WEATHER INDICATION.
LT--

."

Partly cloudy tonight and Wednes
day; probably showers and cooler In
north portion.

KMAJr

,

D.

Edison Cushion
Shoe for Women

CT'-

S

5

OF TRAINS.

ARRIVAL
No.
No.
No.
No.

1, from
7, from
8, from
2, fiom

the
the
the
tho

east, 7:00 p. m.
cast, 10:30 p. m.
west, 6:43 p. m.
west, 7:65 a. m.

Attorney E. V. Chavez was a passen
ger for Santa Fe this morning.
Mrs. A. C. Shupe entertained at
Tliis shoe Is made with a ive, wool v
dinner Sunday for Mr. and Mrs. P. O.
felt, cushion Insole, which absorbs
Metzger.
There will be a regular monthly
In
prevents
dampness,
moisture,
meeting of the Commercial club tonight. All members aie urged to be
creases Mood circulation and forms
presen t.
lace for the foot to rest upon.
The vestry of St. John's chuich will
meet at the Cuibl hall at 7:30 o'clock
This takes the Jar off the body, theresharp this evening.
by preventing nervousness, and doing
Attorney Thomas N. Wllkerson returned last night from Jxjs I,unaa,
away with that tired, burning feelwhet e ' ho went yesterday to attend
ing.
the Valencia county court.
Superintendent M. O. Chadhourne,
Made with an extia flexible sole, and
of the Traction company, and Mrs.
I'hadhourne, returned to the city last
of
the felt lining is a
night fiom a week's visit to Denver.
heat or cold, can be worn the year
Z. T. Matthews left this morning for
his home at Jonesboro, Ark after haT-In- g
round, which makes It an Ideal shoe
spent five months in the city recuperating a depleted constitution.
for teachers, clerks, and others who
Miss Oda Hoover, who has been the
are on their feet most of the time.
guest of her sister, Mrs. C. E. McKee,
the past two mouths, left this morning for her home at South Mound,
Ran.
J. F. Huckel and Herman Switzor,
of the Harvey cuilo department, returned this morning from a business
THE WOMAN BEHIND
trip to El Paso, and IncIdeutaTly,
POCK
ET300K.
THE
Juarez.
Is the customer we appeal lo. To be
Jacob Loebs, of the Southwestern
surf, fh" wants thr Vest grocery sta- Brewery and Ice company, expects to
ples d.ul u'olc- luAiuw.i, but slit; wants
leave Saturday for Ixs Angeles, where
no overcharging for that "best." We're
Mrs. Loehs and children have been
not a bit afraid of her, for the simvisiting the past few weeks.
ple reason that our prices can't be
D. A. Maepherson and E. Dana Johnbeaten for the same quality. As a
from the salt
matter of convenience, we will call for son returned last night
also
and deliver orders at regular stated lakes of Torrance county. ofThey Torthe
Intervals, or In a hurry if you use the attended the opening day
rance county fair at Estancia yester
'phone.

,r.vri:?

Pt

';''..

$3.50

cooooooooooeoo
-

day.

F. F. TROTTER
Xos. 118 and 120, South Second St.

cooooooecoeocooo

HI

Finish oit Fall

House Cleaning

with a coat of Heath & Mllllgan's
paint over your wood work where
needed. You will find It most satisfactory. Inasmuch as It will make
clean things look cleaner, and,
what Is more, make them stay so.
We also have a large stock of lumber, sash and doors, glass, cement,
and Rex Flint Kote Roofing.

w

ALBUQUERQUE

LUMBER

CO.

First Street and Marquette

Ml MIHi,

Office of Ostetmoor & Co., New York, Aug. 22, 1905.
O. W. Strong's Sons, Albuquerque, N. M.
Gentlemen We acknowledge with thanks, your favor of the 17th,

ordering fifty "Ostermoor" mattresses, assarted coverings, which carries
with It exclusive sale for your city.
The "twenty mattresses ordersd previously were being shipped
when we wrote our last letter, and we do not include this twenty la
your order for the fltty. We trust this will be satisfactory to you, as
It means that we must refuse to Slip nnv other ordeis from Albuquerque.
We shall proceed with the work on the fifty at the earliest moment,
and trust to be able to ship them within the next few weeks. Again
thanking you for this large order, we are very trulv yours,
OSTKRMOOit

O.

u. CO.

STRONG'S SONS

AV.

Furniture

Installment

Crockery, Ruga
Tapestry

A

Specialty

DIAMONDS
any
are
and
our

Watches, Izwelry and Silverware
lm3"2m
B B

sWsVf

J

F. W. Saxton. dispatcher for the
Santa Fe at San Mareial, passed
through the city this morning en
route to Green Hay, Wis., where he
will recieate several weeks with relatives.
P.of. A. H. Stroup, now county
school superintendent, left this morning for the northern part of the county, where he will open the schools in
those districts. He will be gone several days.
To our many friends and neighbors: We wish to express our most
heartfelt thanks for the many tokens
and words of encouragement in our
bereavement. E. I. Johnston, Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Eichar.
A meeting of Albuquerque lodge No.
330, I. O. B. B., will be held this evening, September 12, at 8:15 o'clock. All
members are requested to attend. By
order of the president. Samuel Neus-tad- t,
secretary.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Sykes, of Trout-villPa., who have been spending a
few days In Albuquerque, the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Blttner. left
last night for a trip to the Grand
Canyon and California.
F. W. Spencer, the architect, who
drew the plans for the new Staah
block, being erected on West Railroad
avenue, has a drawing of the completed building on display In the show
window of Matson's book store.
Rev. J. M. Sollie, pastor of the Highland Methodist church, and Dr. W. R.
l.ambeth, will leave tonight for a trip
to Demlng, San Mareial and El Paso.
They will attend the annual New Mexico conference of the Methodist church
south, while at Demlng.
Quite a good sized crowd visited
the Casino last night to enjoy the free
concert of the Devlne orchestra. The
orchestra will give regular nightly
concerts during the remainder of the
week, all of which will be free. By
Saturday night the management expects to have another attraction
booked to run during fair week.
gospel meetings,
The Adventlsts'
which are being held on the corner of
Railroad avenue and Broadway, are
Tonight there
being well attended.
will be an Illustrated study of the
symbols found in Dan. 7. Tomorrow
night the subject will be: "Peace and
Safety vs. Alarm and War." All are
invited to attend these services.
J .H. Stewart and family, who
and friends at their old home
near Omaha, Neb., returned to the city
last night, and report having hnd a
fine vacation. Mr. Stewart showed up
on Railroad avenue this morning with

Leading Jeweler,
RAILROAD AVENUE

the kind that
Fit unsurpassed;
makes a woman look only once to be
satisfied, and a man as often as he
can without the same result, is found
In our new styles for fall and winter.
Women's shoes, welts, turns and McKay's, $l.f.5 to $. C. May's shoe
store, 314 West Railroad avenue.

CITIZEN.

TUESDAY, SEPT.

MILLINERY OPENING.
one of his front teeth out, and on be- '
ing asked the cause, explained that It
Parker & Fleming, the well known
eating
on
"corn
all enme about by his
milliners extend a cordial Invitation
cob."
to tho lati.cs of Albuquerque to attend
formerly a mer- their fall opening Saturday, SeptemLeo liOwciiMtcin,
chant of Sau Marrlal, who Is now ber IS from 2: on until 9:00 p. m.
MIps FiCming bag taken greatest
looking for a location, was an Albuquerque vlfitor yesterday, and left care In selecting these patterns and
this morning, going north. Mr. Low believes them to be the most beautiever
ensteln Is now on a trip which will ful and exquisite creations
carry him through Montana, Wyo- brought to the city.
He expects to
ming and California.
PARKER & FLEMING.
210 South Second Btreet.
return to New Mexico In about a;
month.
Ladies' Riding Accessories
On a motion of J. A. Weinmann, a
We have now In complete stock a
defendant In the damage suit of B.
Ruppo against J- A. Wclnma-nand line of ladles' riding goods. Ladles'
ridJoseph Harnett, through his attorney, fine guantlet gloves, legglns and popW. B. ChiMers, the supreme court will ing soft and stiff hats, In all the
take a revision of the easo mentioned. ular styles.
SIMON STERN.
Two weeks ago the supreme court reThe Railroad Avenue Clothier.
versed the Second district court's decision, which wag made In favor of
The Ladies of the Maccabees will
the defendants.
give a dance a.t tfie Elks' ball room
E. B. Booth, the Second street tail- Friday evening. September 22. Tickor, coiitenin,(S a visit during fair ets, 1. The Woodmens' orchestra
week from his brother, B. H. Booth. will furnish the music.
of Chihuahua. Mexico. The latter has
"Mother was lucky" papa bought a
resided In Mexico City for a number
of years; he formerly conducted a gas range.
jewelry store down there, but Is now
manager of the telephone company of.
that city. He has prospered since
leaving this city.
Hon. W. H. Andrews, delegate to
congress, notifies his secretary, W. A.
Bayer, that he recommended and has
had appointed the following new postmasters for New Mexico: Max Paul
DURING
DECORATION
FOR
Kempenlch, of Peralta, vice Abraham
Kempenicb, resigned; W. A. Dunlavy
FAIR WEEK
at Torrance. Mr. Bayer says the senator Is still back on business, but Is
OFFICIAL COLORS
likely to show up In New Mexico In a
very short time.
The hearing In the Tamous Washington mine case, which was recently
remanded from the United States suwill be repreme court for
sumed In this city the last of this
per yard, by the bolt only
week before Judge ira A. Abbott.
at
for possession of the
This case i
Washington mine, one of the richest
properties in New Mexico. Many witGRUNSFELD BROS.
nesses have already arrived In the
city to testiTy In the case.
Attorney E. W. Itohson was a passenger for Santa Fe this morning. Mr.
Dobson will appear before the territorial board of equalization for Fred
Scholle of Helen. Mr. Scholle's grievance is that he has a flock of sheep
that has been assessed in both Socorro and Valencia counties. He lives
In Valencia county, but his sheep have
been grazing In Socorro county. It
Is up to the board of equalization to
decide which county Is to receive the
taxes.
Rev. W. J. Wright, the Southern
Methodist minister at Gallup, formerly
stationed here, is in the city, and will
leave tonight for Deming, where he
will attend the annual conference of
that church, which convenes there on
Thursday, September 14. Rev. La
Call
Breton, of Wagon Mound, will come
down tonight, and accompany Rev.
Wright to Doming. Rev. Sollie, pastor of the local Southern Metljodist
church, has already gone south, holding quarterly conference before reaching Doming.
In a letter to the business manager
of The Citizen, Richard Powers, writing from Washington, D. C, says that
himself and Will Mattocks, both
and linotype operators of this
city, are now holding down a machine
Belting,
each In the congressional directory
department of the government printing office, and both doing finely, laying aside, at the end of each week, a
certain portion Of their wages for
"rainy days," as the saying goes. Dick
sends his regards to the old time printers of Albuquerque, and wishes to
be kindly remembered to them.

We have just received the best line of medium priced
working and business pants in America

10c for a button, $1.00 for a rip or a new pair
N

&1.7G

Ask For Dutchess Trousers

2 50

2-7- G

$3-o-

o

$3.00

g.oo

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
122 South Second Street

119 West Gold Avenue

Stocks o f Ready - to - Wear

PK1TP1NP,

FA

Scores of Beautiful Patterns
Many Splendid

New Styles

For weeks past we have been receiving dally shipments
of handsome fall weight suits, till our store by now, is
fairly filled to overflowing x The stock la complete; It
contains every style now manufactured and hundreds of
new patterns x Every Individual suit is tailored and finished in the best possible manner, every suit material
is guaranteed to give satisfaction x
We urge you to stop In and look over the new stocks
to' see the new style show x

PRICES ON SUITS RANGE FROM

$165? to $30

So

l,

SIMON STERN
THE

RAILROAD

AVENUE

CLOTHIER

PLUMBING

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
and Examine the Beautiful Gooda
Displayed in Our Sampl9 Rooms

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE
Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,

Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST
II

itf

BAND CONCERT.

The First Regiment band, N. G. of
N. M., of Albuquerque, will render a
fine piogram of music at the Alvarado
Wednesday evening, at 7:30 p. m., by
request.
JAMES DEVINE,
Leader.

WHITNEY COMPANY
113-- 1

mp

WE AIM TO PLEASE BOTH EYE
AND PALATE. LOOK
OUT FOR
FIRST SHIPMENT OF FLAME TOKAY GRAPES. SIZE, FLAVOR AJD
BEAUTY
UNSURPASSABLE.
GREEN LABEL ON ALL
W. JENKS' FRUIT, FOR 8ALE AT
JAFFA GROCERY COMPANY AND
A. J. MALOY.
o

The onlv Short Order Lunch
Room in the City. Fine Coffee

aspecaity.

2 6 S. Second St.
1

HAIvIMVAK'E

South Fint Street

J

401-4-

C
A
F"

E

I

.

North First St ree
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MID UHWi tKtftaOBfr
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P. LOMMQRI

The Clarkvllle coal we sell principally, like the Father of His Country, has a reputation second to none,
and you know, if you've tried it, that
it's the best ever burned. Its freedom
from impurities, Its fiee burning qualities and our fairness as to weight and
delivery, entitle us to your patronage.
Remember we guarantee 2,000 pounds
absolutely in every ton leaving our
yard. Wo also handle all kinds of
mill wood, mountain wood and kindling.
Both Phones.

Free concert at the Casino tonight.

MERCHANTS

7

HAS A GREAT REPUTATION.

John S. Ocaven

& MATTEUCCI

Dealers in

Groceries, Flour, Hay,
Grain and the Best

of Meats

IMPORTED GOODS A SPECIALTY
j
I

Call
Auto,

at

624 West TIJeras Road,
'phone, 109. Old "phone, 276.

OCOOOCOCOOCOCOCOCXXDOCOO

E.WITOTKSAlllO
& CO.
J. POST
AND RKTATTj
FEW LEADERS IN OUR LINE

A

STUDEBAKERS'

mm.

r

5

,ir

three makes combined. Best obtainable
wood stock used in constructing the "Studebaker" and is seasoned from three to five
years before using. Write us for prices on
all kinds of vehicles.

Chop! Chop! Chop!

THE GUARANTEE

1905.

Again, Magnificently Complete

BUNTING

TEAD THE WORLD. More Studebaker
Wagons used today than any other (3)

THE HOME OF THE DUTCHESS
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Diajnondt are always in order. We can talk Diamonds lo you at
time. They are an investment, and a good investment at the prices we
selling them. We have some exquisite Diamond Brooches, Solitaire Rings
Studs, and we are really selling them very, very cheap. Take a look in
store and price them..
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get down the
chopping bowl and knife and prepare
something for the next meal?
But the tiresome method Is out of date.
You can do the work with Sargent's
Gem Food Chopper and do it
better with but little labor. The
Gem chops all kinds of food in
coarse, medium or fine nieces
de
sired. Useful in the preparation of substantiate and
desserts. You need it in your kitchen every day.
Tiresome, Isn't it, to
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"CTEP IN" while shopping and look over
our line of choppers and other useful
articles around the house. Bargains for all
at reduced prices. Refrigerators, Ice Cream
Freezers, Water Coolers, Stoves and Ranges,
Garden Hose and Sprinklers.

MECHANICS' AND CARPENTERS'
TOOLS A SPECIALTY
PROMPT OKLIVhKV ON KVKUV I'UKCIIASK

215 W. Railroad Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,
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